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Anti-Disney marchers invade D.C. 
by Grea Froom 
swffwriter 
WASHINGTON - An army of 
marchers who plcdaed to "fight the 
mouse" descended on the nation's 
capital this weekend to prote~t the 
theme park Disney is planning to 
build in suburban Prince William 
County. 
Messages like "Disney Destroys 
Real History" and "Don't Disney the 
Piedmont'' were emblazoocd on signs 
carried by profestCrS as they plbered 
on The Bllipse before the march 
bepn Saturday morning. 
The sponson of the event, Procect 
Prince William County, estimated 
tbll '.S00 citizens participated in the 
march through the streets of 
WashifliiOD, D.C. 
protest groups. Others dressed more 
distinctively. 
Protesters from the Piedmont 
Environmental Council costumed as 
Grim Reapers shrouded in black with 
large paper-macM skull masks 
marched to the beat of drums and 
maracas. 
A woman marching with a group 
of children was dressed as .. Sno-Job 
and the Seven Dotts" In a parody of 
the famous Disney characters Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarves. 
Protesters wearing large foam 
Mickey Mouse and Goofy heads 
circulated in the crowd carrying signs 
saying "Mickey is a rat," and "This 
deal is Goofy." ' 
Loud speakers boomed the voice 
of an evil Mickey from the rear of a 
pickup carrying caricatures of Gov. 
George Allen and Disney Chairman 
Michael Eisner shoveling money. 
Despite the sponsors' estimate, 
the National Park Service put the 
number of proteaat.n at about I ,200, 
according to Sunday's Wtullington 
Post, although not everyone lining 
the stteets was protesting the theme 
part.. 
The music of the Beall Street 
Quintet, a oountry band, filled the air 
u a poop of satirical Disney OOilS 
pulled by farm trids and a biUalion 
of Civil War reenactors Led the 
coatlnpot of protesten from Tbe 
Ellipee to a rally on The Mall. 
CAilLA. K.OMICIII cfJIIIribtlting pltDtogroplttr 
JMU EARTH mesnber* Join othera tor • march through WMhlngton s.turdlly In proteM of the plllnned 
DIMey pertlln Prtnce WIIIIMI County. 
"1 lead the governor around by a 
ring in his nose. I've got him in my 
back pocket. Disney will profit, 
Virginia will pay," the voice from the 
loud spealcer said as some in the 
crowd laughed and cheered 
Others in attendance were not 
convi.ncod Lba1 the proposed Disney's 
America theme park is a bad deal for 
the Commonwealth. DellpJaoe uid as the poop marched 
up 17tb Street. 
Protester Keisha Bergman of 
Charles Town, W.Va. , opposes 
Disney's park for environmental 
reasons. '"This is another bldeous 
attempt by corporate America to 
degrade our already polluted 
environment," sbe said as she carried 
a '"Disney Means Death" sign. 
White House. 
.. I hope it's loud enough for Bill 
and Hillary to hear that we don't 
want this in Virginia," protester 
Jaoine Sbanboltz said. 
Philip Schenk of Wamnton said 
as be watched the pande pass, "All 
this today is bull. It's actually a good 
deal Allen bas worked out with 
.. We're marching here today 
becaule we support real history, not 
fantaay. War and slavery are not 
fan&uy," nwcbet" Diodra Wymer of 
The crowd eropted into chants of 
.. we don't want it, we don't nood it" 
and ''whistle while you wort, Eianer 
is a jerk" as the parade passed the 
Many of the ma"Cbers wore anti-
Disney T-shirts supplied by various DISNEY page 2 
Changes proposed for . • • Symposium offers chance 
to reflect on technology College of Education and Psychology 
by Becky MulUgan 
contributing writer 
In an effort to "be more efficient and make 
more effective use of resources," the College or 
Education and Psychology is planning to fuse 
four of the college's departments into one, 
.ccordiDc to Jerry Benson, dean of the college. 
The departments involved in the fusion 
include: early and middle childhood education; 
secondary education, library science, and 
edaadooalladmhip; special educatiof!: and 
human resource development, Benson said 
1bele four depenments will become a new 
.. division" devoted to teacher education and 
bring the total number of departments for the 
college to four. 
The immediate impact of the Division of 
Teacbina Specialties, the working title for the 
new depeatmeot. would be bringina together in 
the cqllegc all the programs where the focus is 
on education. Bensen said. 
Tho college is planning to implement the 
new structure July I , "199$. However. tbe 
5UUCtUte will be phased in dUring the 1994-9S 
sc:bool year. 
Pour groups worked on the plan to 
restnJCWre the ooUeae last spring. 
"What we're doing this year is dedicating 
ourselves to making that transaction," Benson 
said. 
He added, "We see this as an Initial step in 
terms of truly uniting the educational programs 
on campus, and perhaps as we move inro the 
future, there may be special kjnds or 
affiliations with those other educational 
programs that aren't pan of the division." 
This includes area.s such as the physical 
education program, which is still in the 
department of kinesiology, according to 
Benson. 
Melissa Aleski, a history major with a social 
studies endorsement and a secondary education 
minor, is an undergraduate on the Student 
Advisory Committee for the college. 
Ales~i thinks the establishment of the 
division is a positive thing. 
She said she feels it is important for students 
to know what Is going on in the other 
discipUnes. A secondary education teacher 
sbould know about mainstreaming and where 
their students have been , AJesk.i said. 
Charles Watson, assistant professor of 
education, led one of the four groups that 
COLLEGE page 11 
by Karen McLaughlin 
senior writer 
' Each day thousands of Americans follow 
the routine of leaving their home, 
getting in their cars. starting 
the engine and driving to 
wherever they need to 
go. It's a si mple, 
convenient and 
natural part of life 
that usually occurs 
without a second 
thought to the 
technology that 
allowed it to 
happen. 
Thi s week, 
however, the JM U 
community will have the 
opportunity to refloct on the 
impact of technology in their 
lives when the College of Letters 
and Sciences sponsors the 1994 Arts & 
Sciences Symposium, Sept. 20.22. This 
'jear, four lecturers will speak oo subjects 
under the theme or "Ethics and 
Technology" at Grafton-Stovall Theatre. 
Kent Moore, head of the physics 
department and director of the symposium, 
said he hopes those who attend the 
lcctuteS will "develop a greater 
sensilivity to understanding 
some of the problems tha1 
are involved with 
technology and ethical 
decisions that have to 
be made. 
" I think most of us. I 
include myself in that, 
are bappy to enjoy the 
fruits of technology," 
he said. 
Moore said learning 
more about technology 
will remind the audience 
not to take It for granted. 
The symposium will 
feature four lecturers. 
The first lecture will be aiven by Leo 
SYMPOSIUM page 2 
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Disney~~--~~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
continued from page 1. 
Disney. We Virginians get the best 
end of it." 
On the contrary, Patrick Webmer, 
a marcher from Frederick, Md., 
believes the park is an embodiment 
of Disney's greed 
1'hese are the kind of deals that 
allow them to tum a $400 million 
profit every year," he said. 
Many motorists who were stuck in 
the traffic jam created by the march 
blew their horns- some in support, 
others in opposition. 
Herb Golden of Manassas 
responded to one angry driver who 
was mad about the traffic situation 
Saturday. "We should march right 
down 1-66 during rush hour. That 
would show you what Disney will do 
to traffic." 
Construction worker Jackson 
Watson, who was watching the 
march on his lunch brealc, said he 
disagreed with the group's cause. 
"Disney will give us jobs. These 
marchers aren't going to give us any 
jobs." he said. 
A stuffed Mickey Mouse hung by 
a noose carried by a marcher brought 
a negative response from 9-year-old 
Takeya Brown of Washington. 
"Now why they got to do that to 
Mickey? I like Mickey Mouse. I 
want to see that park come,'' she said 
as she and her mother watched the 
march pass Lafayette Park. 
By 12:30 p.m. the lynched 
Mickey and the protesters had 
arrived on The Mall in the 
foreground of the Capitol where a 
stage had been set up. and the site had 
been prepared for the rally. "destructioneers;" for planning to "lf Di.Jney were building It 
Tony Urso, president of Protect pave over farms and make them anywhere else in the state or country, 
Prince William County, started the . plastic. these people wouldn't care. they 
post-march rally by delivering a Sydney Molson, listening to might even support it," be said, 
speech to the protesters who had Elliott's speech, said the also adding that most people in Prince 
congregaled on the grass in front of believes Disney is destroying history. William County aupportlhe part. 
the National Gallery of An. "This is ersatz history," she said Anna Lorenzo, a resident of 
"I live in Manassas Park, 
Prince William-------------------------- said she also 
County ... I 'm "Thl'S ;Sa pn'me _exam~n[e o•~-'not-l'n- believes that most fighting to protect " r 'J people in Prince 
my very home . . b ky d d J'~"D. William County 
. tO protect the my- ac an syn rome. lJ lSney want the park to be 
region from the built. 
pollution and were building it anywhere else in the ... came down 
gridlock.'' Urso here today to see if 
said. state or countrv, these peonle wouldn't anyone would He said the • J l r really show up. 
representatives Care, they might even SUp1nOrt it. " Everybody I know from SS r and work with 
organizations bad supports it," she 
gathered at the said. "Anyone with 
foot of the Mark Knight an ounce of brains 
Capitol to say a passer-by on The Mall knows Disney will 
'no' to Disney be good for the 
and to tell all of economy." 
America that the cause is a national ''They want to ruin real history by However, support was not evident 
fight "that we can win, that we will making their own interpretation of it as more anti-Disney speakers took to 
win." and selling it to the public as the real the podium during the afternoon. 
Following Urso's remarks, Robert thing. Virginia State Sen. Joseph Gartlan 
Elliott, an environmental attorney "It's going to destrOy it for those and consumer advocate Ralph Nader 
who represents Protect Prince of us who treasure the real thing," were among about 16 speakers who 
William County , addressed the Molson said • addressed the marchers. 
crowd calling Disney "a cultural strip Mark Knight of Herndon, also Between speakers, musical groups 
miner. listening to the speech, said the entertained the crowd. Trapezoid, a 
.. Disney's mystique is gone, its protesters oppose the park only band sponsored by the Piedmont 
magic past.'' Elliott said. "Now, it's because it is going to be built in t~ir Environmental Council, performed 
an efficient money-making community. their anti-Disney songs, "Dissin' the 
machine." 'Ibis is a prime example of not- Diz'' and "No Mouse. No More," to 
Elliott criticized Disney's In-my-backyard syndrome," Knight the apparent delight of many at the 
lmagineers, calling them said rally. 
Saturday's proteat wu a family 
event for many. As parent~ listened 
to the bands and speakers, their 
children ran aroond and played on 
The Mall. 
While the bands and children 
played, many protesters were busy 
signi"' "'Stop Disney" petitions and 
buying \'f. the Mouse" T-shirts and 
bumper stickers stating that 
lnterstate-66 wm be Disney's next 
parking lot. 
Darlene Lyttle was among those 
signing the petitions. " I have a car. If 
I want to go to Disney Worlct; I'll 
drive to Florida. I don't need Elsner 
and Allen to bring it here to me," she 
said. 
Flyers· distributed to those who 
signed the petilion cited six main 
reasons to object the development of 
Disney's America. 
The literature said the theme park, 
will increase traffic, pave over "one 
of the mosi hi storic and scenic 
regions in America," and generate 
"thousands of tons of additional 
pollution." 
One of the flyers stated the.-park 
will not increase high-wage 
employment and will not cause a net 
rise in tax revenues. EuroDisney's 
$1 billion loss was used as an 
example of how Disney has "lost its 
Midas touch." 
The status of Disney's "Midas 
touch" will be decided later this year 
when federal, state and county 
officials decide whether or not to 
give the proposed Prince William 
park the go ahead. 
Symposium--------=----------------
contfnued from page 1 
Marx. Kenan professor of 
American cultu11JI history emeritus 
at MIT. He is lcnown for liis 
writings about the impact 
technology has made on culture and 
how it has changed from a pastoral 
culture in the last century to a more 
technological culture. 
His speech, scheduled for Sept 
20 at 7 p.m., is enti tled "Does 
Technology Drive History? The 
Dilemma of Tech nological 
Determinism." 
Moore expects the second 
lecture to be very popular and 
intriguing since it will focus on a 
disaster that most people 
remember. It will be held at 3 p.m. 
on Sept.21 and will feature Ohio 
University Assistant Professor and 
technical writing specialist Paul 
Dombrowski . 
" He will use the Challenger 
accident, which is now about five 
or six years old, to highlight some 
of the problems in communication 
in levels of management that you 
encounter in technology," Moore 
safd. 
The third lecturer, Robert 
McGinn, is an industrial engineer 
and philosopher from Stanford 
University which is closely located 
to Silicon Valley. Moore believes 
this area is part of the country 
where technology is at its peak and 
has a great impact on engineers. 
. "He sees it firsthand there in that 
particular environment," Moore 
. said. McGinn will focus on 
"Technology and Ethics: Recent 
Controversies and Future 
Directions," Sept 21 at 7 p.m. 
To end the symposium, Kristin 
Shrader-Frechette, professor of 
environmental sciences and policy 
and professor of philosophy at the 
University of Florida will address 
"Science vs. the People: 
Technological Risks and Citizen 
Consent," Sept. 22 at 1:45 p.m. 
Moore said the audience will 
either agree or di sagree with 
positions Shrader-Frechette 
presents during the lecture. 
He said Shrader-Frechette does a 
Lot of consulting on ethical issues 
pertaining to governmental and 
corporate decisions. He expects the 
lecture to be controversial. 
The lecturers were chosen based 
on their expertise and availabiHty 
by the planning committee, 
according to Moore. "I think they 
give us a pretty broad spectrum of 
people," he said 
The committee, made up of 
faculty from both the College of 
Letters and Sciences and other 
colleges, and two students decided 
on this year's theme for two 
~easons. Firs t, "Ethics and 
Technology" goes along with 
JM U's current theme of 
"Technology and the Human 
Interaction .... 
"These [themes] were chosen 
independently but they are very 
much derivative of t~e other," he 
said. ''There is mutual support'' 
Also, GTE agreed to provide 
partiaJ support for the symposium if 
. this theme was chosen. 
Senior political science and 
economics major Sarah NeaJ served 
as one of the two students on the 
com mittee .and worked with 
publicity for Jhe symposium. She 
said most people will probably find 
the topics covered under this lheme 
very interesting. 
'1'echnology is something that 
surrounds us aU," she said. '1'here 
is so much variety that people can 
go to all of the lectures and not hear 
everything over again." 
Just as technology is -a current 
issue at this time. Moore said 
symposiums in past years have also 
covered timely Issues .including 
'1'echnology, Values and Society" 
in 1990, "Sense of Humor" in 1991, 
"Critical Reflections'' which 
corresponded with the SOOth 
anniversary of Christopher 
Columbus discovering the new 
world In 1992 and "Justice" last 
year . 
Moore sa1d the first Arts & 
Sciences Symposium started about 
20 years ago and since then, they 
have featuted movies, art displays 
and lectures tbat go along with lbc 
chosen theme. . 
One lecture that stands out in his 
mind occurred during an energy 
crisis. At this time, the symposium 
featured a speech by science 
fiction writer Isaac Asimov who 
offered a solution to the energy 
crisis. 
This is just one example of how 
the symposium has brought timely 
issues to the community. 
" I thinlt [the symposium] is 
something that idenrlfies the 
university as an institution, that 
brings important things Hke this to 
the community" Moore said. "So I 
'!link it fulfills that purpose." 
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No senate debate at JMU Public radio station 
faces reduced funding Scheduling conflicts cancel forum planned by SGA 
byU.Deany 
sl4/[writ~r 
A nationally televised debate 
between the VlrJinia CIOdidates for 
U.S. Senate will DOt happen this 
election, at least not at JM U's 
Coavocation Cenler. 
Student Government Association 
Prelidetu Jennifer Mabe • s "project 
for the summer" bad to be canceled 
af'ter Oliver Nonh could not come 
due to schedulina conflicts. 
.. It was a peckage deal with all of 
the candidates. AU four or none. It's 
IIOl ~ kind of thing you can blame 
any cenaln person for, it just didn't 
come through," Mabe said. 
unbiased. "I wanted it to be a very 
non·partisan debate., that way no one 
would come in with the upper hand. I 
wanted It to be very even," Mabe 
said. 
StudentS involved in the campaign 
think the debate would have been a 
good way for other students to be 
informed about the race. 
Jeff McKay, president of JMU 
Young Democrats. uid, "I think the 
debate would have offered students 
the chance to see the candidates in 
person. It would have given them the 
opponunity to hear the different 
plalfonns each has, which I think are 
extremely different." 
by Zenl Colorado 
staff writer 
when she heard news of the 
impending budget cuts around mid· 
June 1994. Coincidentally. two other 
WMRA employees were leaving at 
JMU has cut SSO,OOO from public the same time for unn:lated reasons. 
radio station WMRA's operating Pennell said. 
budget this year, part of a $167,000 With the budget cuts and two 
reduction that will occur over the other employees leaving. Pennell felt 
next three years, according to Dr. uncomfonable leaving the station. 
Richard Whitman, dean of the "The station's really important to 
College of Communication and the me. and 1 just couldn't walk out and 
Arts. leave,'' Pennell said. 
The reduction came from a plan "So, 1 made the deci sion to 
formulated five years rescind my resignation 
ago, which was aimed at and turn down the 
increasing the station 's teaching fellowship to 
listenership to the stay and see what I 
Charl ouesville area. could do." she said. 
The debate between candidates 
Chuck Robb, Oliver North, Marshall 
Coleman and Doug Wilder was set 
for Sept. 17 from 7 ·9 p.m. 
nLEPROTO 
Doug Wilder wlthchw from the 
u.s. Ser)8t.I'IIC8 laat week. 
Chris Smith, vice chairman of 
JMU College Republicans, said, " It's 
sad the candidates won't take the 
time and come here. JMU has a 
student body from all over the state, 
especially Nonhero Virginia, which 
is a major bartJe ground. This school 
n:presents the state turnout." 
Whitman sa1d. Revenues According to 
from the increased Whitman, WMRA 
listenership would make receives $267,000 per 
up for the reduced year from JMU, some of 
budget from JM U. he which IS applied to 
officers of ABC . said. construction for the Robb, the incumbent, is running 
as a Democrat, North as a 
Repablican , Coleman as an 
independent , and Wilder, who 
dropped out of the race Sept. I S after 
qreeing to the debale, had also been 
runnina as an independenL 
Along with the the Convocation 
Center being reserved, press releases 
were ready to go out and posters 
were re~dy to be hung. Also ABC, 
CNN, C·SPAN. and MTV were all 
scheduled to cover the debate. 
The debate could have also gotten 
some students to vote. 
Lauren Greenlee. second vice 
president of College Democrats, said, 
'1'be debate would get the students 
Involved in the political race, which 
is most importanl'' 
According to WMRA facihues. 
General Manager Over the next 
Brenda Pennell, for the three years. JMU will 
past few years. JMU has Brenda Pennell reduce the budget to 
wanted to make WMRA a $100.000 a year. 
professional quality station that This year, $50,000 was taken 
Mlbe said. ' 'The national attention 
for the school would be wonderful. 
We are missing areat publicity. More 
than that, we are missing the 
opportunity to meet and question the 
CIDdidat"!S in a race thal is watched 
10 clolely by tbe nation." 
Mabe said she feels the debate 
would have been extremely 
successful. "I think we could have 
filled every seat with not only JMU 
students but students from UVa., 
Radford, Tech and other places." 
SGA Vice President Jenny Biondi 
said, .. A lot of students don' t want to 
vote. It's hard at school because we 
tend to think we are separate from 
the n:st of the world, but we really 
aren't. It Is imponant to become as 
politically informed of the issues as 
we can be." 
would eventually become a self· from the station's operating budget, 
supporting community-based station. and the same amount will be taken 
Due t.o close governmental from next year's budget. The third 
scrutiny of all state spending and year, $67,000 will be cut from the 
pressure from the State Council of budget. 
Higher Education for Virginia, JMU While plans for the reduction have 
has been put in a position to reduce been in the works for several years, 
·During lhe day on Saturday, each 
caaclidale would have had different 
1p011 oa c:anpus to bold a rally. They 
would have spent the day wallting 
arouad campus talklng to students, 
Mabe said. The deblte was scheduled 
for dllt nighL 
Mabe said a debate could bave 
brou1bt attention to JMU. "The 
administration was wonderful about 
giving me anything I wanted A loc of 
lhe time we get passed over for UVa. 
with more of a national reputation. A 
debate would have been wonderful," 
she said 
funding for the station sooner than Pennell, believes the reductions are 
planned, Pennell said. coming too soon. 
In order to see WMRA through Because the completion date for 
the budget cuts, Pennell gave up a the new repeater in Crozet has Jagged 
teaching fellowship to attend film behind the expected completion date, 
school where she Intended to study Pennell said the station is not 
film production and directing. financially ready for JMU to pull its 
The debate was to be hosted by 
Hal Bruno, one of the chief uecutive 
The SGA was the only sponsor of 
the debate in Older to uy and remain 
Both College Republicans and 
College Democrats said their c lubs 
have been receiving overwhelming 
support from studentS, and that it is 
DEBATE page 11 
Pennell had already announced 
her resignation and her plan to leave RADIO paf16 11 
. 
Nationalliealth care reform. conference televised on campus 
by Coletta Roalf 
contributing writ~r 
JMU galheted with members or the Harrisonburg community 
In 'faJlor Hall on Friday and watched a nationwide health care 
fonna on television. 
Tile Leaaue of Women Voters and the Kaiser family 
FoaiMlation sponsored the nationwide videoconference so 
Atillrbn citizenl could discuss the issue of health care. 
T'bll JMU health sciences department and nursing department 
w.- responsible for linking up the campus to the forum in 
T.,lar Hall. nn. lOS. 2 • 4 p.m. Friday. 
n. forum, broedcul from WashingtOn, consisted of several 
belldl care experu, Oe:mocralic and Republican conaressionaJ 
leidlll and Carole Simi*M", an award-winning broadcaster, as 
lhe IIIOdenlor. 
'A 1400 number wu provided so viewers at the different 
Iiiii .,.as call in and ask tbe panelists questions on tbe air. 
'1111 forum Wll l()l*endy weiJ.watched with more than 2SO 
*-niPOf1edly pk:tillJ up the fOI'Um at the time of br<Midcast. 
Puelists included Becky Cain, chair of the Leaaue of 
Weiliiilt Vawa Bdac:alioa Pund; Drew Altman, presideat o( tbe 
K-..JW~ily Poundadon; ICalhleal Hall Jamieson, dean of the 
Am 6era Scbool for Communication at the University of 
PeHaylvanJa: Marpret Jordan, vice president and medical 
dlredar of SoulberD California Edison; Marilyn Moon, senior 
leiiDw ot lbe lhtiM IIMiimte; and Ditne Rowland, senior vice 
.. I Sz« o( lbe K.liler IWniJy Poundadon. 
S.. N..cy KMI'MIIm, R·Kan., and Sen. Jay Roc.kefeiJer, 
D-W.VL, allo ......,.,.., 
At U.e beaioalaa of the conference, Simpson and the 
paelllla Aid tbe reaon for holdini the videoc:onfereace was 
a.--..... care Nfonn Ia an impoe..,. aad friabteaiaa laue tD..., ~ aiDce i& atrecla 10 _,people. 
A ...... 1M polldcll._ a.y beOMfO .. CMOII, =aeed 
to .., illlonaed. llid s ..... Slewlrt. heed o( tbe tmenl 
of Helllh .. .._ Senicea. JMU. 
Stewart, who attended the teleconference 111 JMU, said, 
"Twenty .one percent of our gross domestic product wi II be 
spent on health care in tbe next 6ve years. Citizens need to be 
informed." 
Stewart said he supports universal health care. He said, 
"Health ca re Is a right . The [United States) is the only 
industrialized country in the world that doesn't provide it for its 
people. 
'1bere are 39 million people without insurance on any given 
day," Stewart said. 
The debate focused on two central Issues: if there should be 
health care for all Americans and how costs can be conrrolled. 
Panelist M.-ilyn Moon, uying to emphasize how the health 
care issue affects all citil.ens, said during the conference, 
.. Health care is not costless ... it is a shared responsibility ... " 
Callers located all across the United States used the phone 
number J •. SO().PACTS-94 to ask panelistS questions. 
Moderator Clrole Simpson asked the panelists and everyone 
listening if they had heard from the lower class, those who 
should benefit the most from health care reform. All the 
panelists an.swered "no." 
A caller from California responded to Simpson's question, 
"People believe that Conareu will do what they want," 
repdless o( what people think about the issue. 
8oth Kassebaum and Rockefeller said they didn't believe that 
a full refonn bill could be passed during the remainder of the 
conaressional session. 
However, Stewart said he is still hopeful that the bill can be 
pessed by tbe end of this session. • 
"There will be a new Congress in January," he said. "The 
issue is IIOl dead; it ia continued." 
The end of the teleconference did not mean the end of 
discussioo on he8kh are. 
Ill Ill etron to aain more insight into the thouahts of the 
coaununlt.iea, the Leque of Women Voters and the Kaiser 
~ provided postcards for each person aucndiog the 
telecoafereoces in allloc8dona. 
The poltCirds are prepeid quesdonnaires wbidl are meant to 
ROGER WOLLENBERG/1tq6 photolraplltr 
Studenta Witch the Mtlonlllty broedcaet town meeting 
on helllth care reform In Zane-Showbr Hell Frtct.y. 
make it easy for citizens to voioe their opinions on health care 
by sending them to their senators. 
JMU students who attended the teleconference upressed 
their own opinioos about the issue of health care n:form. 
Amy Golden, a senior health sciences major, said she has 
doubts about the health care bill. 
"I don't want the quaUty of health care to ao doWJ1, but I do 
beUeve that everyone tw a right to health care." Golden said. 
Junior Holly David, also a health sciences major, said. 
"Health care has been talked about for a long time. Everyone is 
talkin& In circles. I'm aettina frustn&ed." 
David said sbe apprecialed the posu:ards.. "I'm glad there are 
tbinp we can do." 
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~crease in-bikes raises issues of crime, safety 
by Crail Landis 
senior writer 
The proliferation of bicycles on 
campu. over recent ye.n hu Jed 10 
numerous problems involvina bot.h 
bicycle theft and bicycle safety, 
ICCIOrdin& Attn MacNua, direc&or of 
public: safety. 
Bike crime in particular hu 
increased in the put few yean, 
accordinJIO MacNuu. and die nawre 
or tbe crime bu made it difficult 10 
""tBicycle theft is a unique crime," 
MafNuu said ... Every time you see 
so~e &et on a bike and ride away, lou stop them?" 
arrisonbura oolice offiCer SgL 
Roy said~ a aoten bib 
'duiC 1\at been recover.:~ by police can 
peferf problems • well 
~u someone reiUnll a bike. awe 
law. says lhallhe periCD mast be able 
to ~dentify the bike in order to 
re4im it." Roy aaid. 
loy said biba ..e recovered on a 
rep)• buis, but becaule the owner 
cannot adequately idcnlify lhe bike, 
cbe police can't return it to lbem. The 
polt:e give many recovered bikes to. 
the Salvation Army or t.he Mercy 
Street house if they remain 
unc:.lai.med for a lon& period or time. 
~or CrU Benner wu aoing 10 
repter his $820 Park Pre mountain 
bike with the campus pollee, but it 
w~ stolen before he got the chance. 
~lt was in the basement of 
Wayland. The bike rack wu full. so I 
juat loc:ked the r .. wheeliO the rack. 
They disconnected the rear wheel 
lnd took the bike," Bc:noer said. 
Benner said he is not optimistic 
about &ettin& the bike back. He has ' 
ClOiltadtd loc:al police and bike lhops 
in the area to try lnd recover iL 
"1 called my insurance company, 
but they can't do anylh.ina about it I 
put some flyers up so maybe if 
BECKY MULLIGANI.rtaff pltototraplwr 
Frelhm1n Kate ...,kina eecurea hM bike to the bike riiCk In front of C.rrler Llbr•ry Friday afternoon. 
With the lncr .. Md number of blkea on cempua, poiDoftlcllla are more concerned with bike ufety. 
someon e uw the bike, I could Jet 
some information. •• ~ 
Roy said lh.i8ves basically do one 
of three thin&• with a bi.b afw they 
ateal it. 
"Professional thieves take them 
out of the •ea mel out of the awe 10 
resell them. Local hoodlums aren't 
&Dina 10 10 10 the !rOUble, .. be laid. 
aplainiq that they will try 10 pt rid 
of the mercbandite Joc:ally. 
'l1le third reason for thefl which 
Roy •aid is c:ommoo iJ w.hen,"locti 
people ride them from point A to 
poinl B and chen diu:h lhem. .._ 
BeMer, who uved several 
months 10 afford his bike, said he 
read the recovery rare for stolen bikes 
is clole 10 1 ~ 
When he eventually saves enough 
for anolhe:r bi.lce, Benner plans to take 
bener precautions with it 
"When I aet lnOiher bi.b. I'D ron 
a chain through the whole bike. I was 
really surprised it happened. The 
dorms are supposedly locked," he 
said. 
Kenny Combs of Marie's Bike 
Shop in Harrisonbura said the 
trendieat bi.kes are the ones most 
likely 10 be ato&en. "Right now that is 
mountain bike~, .. be said. 
To avoid theft, Combs 
recommend• not keepin& a bike 
outside at nighL " Put it in your donn 
room or apartment. For daytime 
security, a U-lock will suffice, he 
said, but if you're going to keep the 
bike outside over rught, a cable loc:k 
that will ao thtouah the front a.nd 
back wheel as we II as the frame is 
best. 
"Basically any thin& that isn't 
loclced down will get stolen." Combs 
st.id. "The problem with U-lo<:Jc:s is 
that people get lazy and only loc:k the 
frame. I see people coming in left 
and ri&ht who have gotten their rear 
wheels stolen . It costs about a 
hundred bucks to aet a rear-wheel 
replaced." 
As far as lock.s go, Combs 
recommended the Kryptonite' New 
Yorker and Evolution 2000,•both 
costing more than S,O. Seat locks 
can be purchased for an aver.,e or 
$6. ' t 
Bw Combs said, "If a profesfional 
[thief) comes by and wants your bike 
and has enough time, he's goipg 10 
&et i t. A bike lock just keeJ* the 
honest people honest" 
MacNuu recommended I that 
people register their bikes directly 
after purchase. By fillina ctut a 
registration card. owneh can ;d in 
the recovery or their bicycle. j 
"The card asks them queslions 
they may not think about, s~rial 
number and that kind off stuU, so 
now there is a record of it," he ltid. 
MacNutt said decal,reaistr~tion 
has facilitated in the tecove(y of 
many bikes. 
"We've had bikes; recov\".red 
because of that. We've 'seen people 
that we've suspeeted of havina a 
srolen bike because of ac: tiv.it ies 
they'~ involved in. and. we checked 
out the bike they're ridin&r Or 
perhaps they're in the' proceu or 
steali.n& another bike," bf ~ 1 
Combs said owners should 
register their bike wilh bout the 
campus police and the Harrisonburg 
BIKES page12 
we Dlakes changes to fall rush English classes seeking 
student research papers 
to publish in journa~ 
by Nic:ole O.piessis 
colllribwing writtr 
~ 10 dec:nasin& rush numbers. 
JMJI 's Interfraternity Council is 
~-chanaes in the rorrnaa for fall 
~most drastic chanae is the 
elimination of open houses, where 
1he men visit and tour each house and 
meet the brothers in a JOCial seuina. 
The open houses will be raplaced 
· a thteo-day Fraaanity Forum. 
Aa:ofl'llln' 110 IFC President Jason 
Hi s, this wu done ro "make it 
· for more men 10 &et involved." 
IFC is bopina 10 have a sense of 
tberl c:omin& to rushees, rather 
the rushees comin& to the 
....,.....,,~ he aaid. 
iuin Radcliffe, assiSlant 
of Oreek life and orientation, 
she believes t.his cbanae will 
IIUib the enlire process "much more 
laid t.ck. Open houses are somewhat 
intiJtaidatin&· .. 
Ian Mikus, a sophomore who 
pii.I\S on participalin& in rush this 
sernes&.er, qrees with this decision. 
"' EI will feel more comfortable 
in forum Mttina because it takes 
orr of lhe JliUIUfe ... 
Ed Wyalt. IF' nash chairman, 
said these c:han&es were brought 
lboUl after he md Hicb met wi1h the 
consulta.nt from the National 
lnle:rfralemity Council. The two then 
met with the president of each or the 
fra&emities and decided upon a final 
pUa. • 
"Rush numbers •e decreasing not 
only on c:unpus, but nationwide," 
Wylll said. He attributes this to the 
time and comm itment previously 
required to rush. 
"Even though actual pled&e 
numbers may not increase, we would 
like 10 see more men explorin& the 
system, .. he said. 
According to Radcliffe, JMU will 
not be the only schoQl atlelnpli:n& 10 
draw more men 10 nash. The National 
IFC met wit.h many other colleges 
and univenitiea to increase the 
in ~CreSt nationwide. 
Wyatt said he felt that oftentimes 
men feel an obliaation to pled&e a 
fraternity alter attending the open 
house. With the new sys~em the IFC 
is hoping that men will feel they have 
mon time to come to a decision 
about exh fralanit.y and won't feel a 
commitmentiO pled&e immediately, 
he said. 
Sophomore Spence Pumpelly 
rushed as a freshman and disagrees 
with the e1i.m.ination of open houses. 
"'pen houses were a good way to 
loot deeper into ~ fraternity by 
not only meetina Lbe brothers but 
also seein& the environment they h.ad 
created. .. he said. 
Other chan&es include droppina 
both rush regiatration and the SS 
re&istration fee. This was done to 
draw more men by elim.inatina any 
financial commitment, according 10 
WyllL 
A.J before. following the forum, 
each fralemit.y will hold its own rush 
events. These are individually 
spoNOted and are not influenced by 
the IFC decision. Each fraternity is 
still responsible for these activities 
along with the formal smoker at the 
end of &he rush period. 
According to Radcliffe, these 
chanaes are popular with the Greek 
community. She said everyone 
involved in the Greek system wanted 
10 implement the c:hanaes. 
However, she added this system 
would not be appropriate for sorority 
rush. "It's like mixing apples and 
oranaes. There are just too many 
girls. It can' t be done," she said. 
The Fraa.emity Forum will be held 
today lhrouah Wednesday between 
the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p .m. 
. Representatives will be located in the 
Villaae by the Gazebo today, in the 
Lakeside area Sept. 20. and in the 
Vill83e on Sep. 21. 
Each fraternity will have brothers 
available 11 these times to provide 
information about individual rush 
evenu and answer questions about 
their oraanization. 
by Betsy Smith 
conrrlburing writer ' 
Finally, there is somethina to do 
with old research papers. 
English 393 and 394, Magazine 
Editina and Design, are now 
accepting research papers to publish 
in the 1995 Madison Jo14rnal of 
Uruk,grtJd/41Jle Research. a journal 
dedicated 10 JMU students' research 
papers. 
The first journal was published 
last year by students in the classes as 
an experimental project. 
The classes offer opportUnities for 
students to &a.in knowledge in editin& 
and publishina. The classes use 
research papers written by 
underaraduate students from all 
departments or the university, 
according 10 David Jeffrey, head of 
the Enalish departmenL 
Students in En&lish 393, which is 
offered in the fal.l, choose the papers 
to use, edit them and prepare them 
for publishing. 
Enalish 394 t.hen takes over with 
fmal editin& and publishing, sendina 
lhc joumal10 print in late spring. 
The journal accepts research 
papers from any JMU ~c:rgra~uate 
student. 1ne papers can be any lC~gth 
and can concern any topic:. 
Last yeaJ, papers in the journal 
inc luded some from the bwjness, 
biology and lcinesiology departments, 
as well as the English and history 
departments, Jeffrey saicH 1 
The success of the lwo cl-,sses 
have made them • pos~ble 
permanent addition t& tlte l!tass 
schedule, according 10 deffreyi He 
s.aid he hopes to sce~c journal become an annual publis · 3 pro;cct. 
The 1994 journal i presc:Ptly 
being used by all Englis 102 classes 
as a guide to help studen write lheir 
own research papers. Je ey said! 
"The journal is a areat way for 
students to see examples of how a 
aood research paper is done, t• he 
said. 
Students in the classes also feel 
the experience is a good~ay 10 learn 
editing and publishina s ls. 
Edie Fleshood, a se ior ta~ing 
Enalish 393, s aid she s Jearrtina 
valuable inlonnation in helping her 
prepare for her future' career choice. 
"I really wani'to edit as a career, 
JOURNAL page12 
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All movies are $1.SO 
For more lalormatlon caD 
the UPB HotUne at X4UPB! 
THE 
9Yfif{e,r ~e{Cows 
. . 
PRESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
• Miller M:llows pollllQIIS Wilt be l~le in the followtnl offica: 
Executive VJCC Pruldcnt 
. Vtee Presulcru for Acadetntc Affairs 
Vice Presidcn& for Univaslty Adnocement 
Provost of &he Colleae of lncqrated Science 1114 Technolo&Y 
Vice President for Student Alfaln 
Direc:10r of lntercolleaiate Athletics 
• Eduattonal Objecnves 
To prov'ulc an opponunity for 11udents to lcvn abovt leedenhlp and 1\ip 
ecluclltion Mlmlnistratlon. 
To aaln "hands-on~ experience by workln& dii'1!Ctly wilh two senior-level 
lldmuustrMOn. one e.ch xmeacr. 
• FelloW~ will serve for two temcstcn. sprin& and faiii99S. 
• Fellows wilt work an averaae of 10 boun a week. In lddition, all Millet 
Fdlows meet periodkally to di$C\W v.rious topics llld shan! etperiences. 
These common experiences will Include difCUSStons with &he president llld 
other campus leaden. The executive assistant to &he JRSident will coordiJWC 
and serve u &he f~eilita!Of for &he common experience. 
• Qualifations 
GrMic Point Avenac: 2.5 minimum 
Cutre~~t junior or senior (If~~ .Ocr fall semester 199S). 
• Applicalions ate available in &he Offtec of die President. WlJsoa Hall. 
Room lOS. 
• Applio&ions arc due October 12. 1994. 
Which performers would you 
like to see return? ____ .... 
Suggestions of who or wha!_y~~ 
woUld like UPB to bring to JMU? 
(Optional) 
~arne: ________________ __ 
POBox: 
Phone: ________________ _ 
-. 
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OUT&ABOUT 
PRIDE support group for gays, 
lesbians, bisexuals to meet weekly 
PRIDE. an educational support group for lesbian, gay and 
bisexual srudents, Is swting its meetings for the year. 
The Counseling and Student Development Center is 
sponsoring the group, which meets weekly. Each week the 
support group will add.us a different topic of concern, and 
reactions wiU be given. 
For more information, contact the Counseling and Student 
Development Center at X6S52, or stop by the office in Wine-
Price Hall. 
NEWS FILE 
' UPB offers fund raising event to clubs 
The University Proaram Board wiU be offering student clubs 
and organizations the chance co earn money by taking part in the 
Godwin Field Festival slated for Nov. 12 and 19. 
Organizations who belp plan IUld run the carnival event will 
have the chance to earn money for their group. 
UPB is hosting an infonnational meeting on the fund raisu 
~ Sept 20 at 6 p.m. In the Warren Hall Allegheny Room. 
Assault coordinator candidate to speak 
The JMU community Is invited to meet the third candidate 
for the sexual assault coordinator position, Lisa Schwitter, who 
will be visiting campus today and Sept 20. 
She will be making a presentation on the topic "Addressing 
SeAuaJ Violeoce on the College Campus," today at 4:30 p.m. in 
Burruss HaU, rm. 44. 
Scbwiuer will also be available at a session on Sept. 20. 
11:15 Lm.- 12:15 p.m. in the Warren Hall Piedmont Room. 
:1=:. =rn~\fJltfes=~~n offers 
The S~r CollJef\latioo Association is offering 1,200 
expensc-paJd ~itions throuahout the year in public lands 
throogbOUt lbe Uililed S~ SCA Is now ~ng applications 
for lbe raoun:e uaittant pro&ram positions offered during the 
sprina/winter season. 
The program Jives college students tbe opportuflity to help 
couerve America's public lands and natural and cultural 
I"CSCIII'Cd. 
Wcrtin1 baDd-in-hand with natural resource professionals, 
resoarct uslstanta provide invaluable assistance with land 
stewardabip IUid wikDife CODI«YMioo plqjects. , 
Sites include more than 290 natiQnal parks and wildlife 
refuges as well as state and private lands. 
Typical assianments include endangered species protection; 
ecological restoration, air and water quality monitoring, and 
natural resources management. 
Proaram applicaots choose from a catalog of ddailed position 
desc:riptions provided to SCA by cooperating agenc.ies, such as 
the Nalional Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, and 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Positions in Alaska and Hawaii typically are the most 
popular. 
SCA resoun::e usistants receive funds to cover their travel to 
and from tbe site, food expenses and free housing. Housing can 
range from tent camps to apartments. 
- In exchange. volunteers are e&pected to wort the equivalent 
of 40 hours per week. 
SCA re:soun::e assistants must be at least 18 years old. Most 
n college students exploring careers in conservation, and many 
earn academic cn:dit for tbeir wort experience. 
Applications can be obtained by contacting the Student 
Conservation Association, P.O. Box 550, CbarJestown, NH 
03603-0550, or caUina (603) 543-1700. 
The deadline for applyins for positions beginning January 
and February 1995 is Nov. 15. Applications for positions 
tJeaionin1 MII'Cb and Apri I are due Jan. I 6. 
Additional opportualties will be avaiW»Ie during the summer 
10 CaU of 1995. 
- -- ~ .__ --- -- --- - --
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--by Greg Froom 
police reporter 
Campus polioe report the following: 
, 
Suspicious Activity 
• Art unidentified operator of a camouflaged plckup truck reportedly 
lolowed a female jogger from the Interstate 81 tunnel to University 
Boulevard at6:15 p.m. Sept. 13. 
The Jogger first saw the green pickup parl<ed near the jogging 
trail. The vehicle was last seen at the intersection of Forest ffMl and 
Port Rep~llo Road. 
Altercation/Alcohol VIolation 
• A groop of Individuals reportecty were catJSing a disturbance in N· 
lot at the rear ol WNte Hall at 11:41 p.m. Sept 15. 
The lnchlduals were stopped lor canylng open beer containers 
Yt'hen a fight broke out among the indMcluals. 
No charges were Issued. 
Arson 
• Ufllitlidet~ntifliti<ledwt lnclvlduals allegedly U&ed a lighter or match to Ignite 
a piece of paper taped to a door outside a 8-wing hall in Eagle Hall 
at 3:29a.m. Sept. 16. · 
The ftre was extinguished with water. The door was scon:hed but 
not OCheiWise damaged. 
Grand Larcen~ 
• Unidentified lrdviduals allegedly stole a Hard Extreme 21-speed 
diamond frame mountain bike from Zane Showker Hall between 9 
p.m. Sept. 12 and 2 a.m. Sept 13. 
• Question and answer session about law school and law 
careers with JMU pre-law advisers, "The LSAT: How 
Important is it? When Should I Take h ? How Should I 
Prepare?'' Moody Hall, nn. 101, 3 p.m. 
• Political Science Film Fest, "Salaam Bombay!" Carrier 
Library, VCR Projection Room. 4 p.m. 
• Society of Human Resource Management meeting. Zane 
Showker Hall, rm. 102,5 p.m. 
• "Pull My Daisy," a Roben Prank film. Sawhill Gallery, 8 
p.m. Admission is free. 
• College Republicans meeting. Taylor Hall, rm. 400, 7:30 
p.m. Pat McSweeny, stare chairman of the Republican Party 
will be the guest speaker. . 
• "Jail-a-Thon" on the commons, sponsored by Alpha Phi 
Alpha and Alpha Sigma Tau, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. All donations 
go co charily. 
• Bible Study: Get Acquainted Witb Your Bible, Wesley 
Foundation, 690 S. Main St, I I a.m. Led by Ken Beals. 
• Psi Chi informational meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 
5p.m. 
• Caving Club meeting, Jackson Hall, rm. 2, 6 p.m. 
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 7 p.m. 
• UPB field FestivaJ fund raising meeting, Warren Hall, 
AJJepeoy Room. 6 p.m. 
The bike's serial number Is R932310378. The JMU decal number 
Is 389. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a wtute men's Scott Team 
mountain bike !rom the Eagle Hall bllce raok at 10:05 a.m. Sept. 14. 
The bike'sse~al numberls F9041465. 
The bike Is valued aJ about $800. 
• Unidentified lndlVksuals alegedly stole a Specialized Hard Rock 
mountain bike from Wayland Hall atlhe end of May session. 
The alleged theft was not reported to police until Sept. 13 for 
Insurance purposes. 
Petty Larceny 
• Unidentified Individuals allegedly stole a gray Schwinn 1G-speed 
mountain bike from Chandler Hall at12:45 p.m. Sept.15. 
The bike reportedy was recovered the same day. 
Illegal Gambling 
• Students Kenan B. Dunson, 18, of Washington, Jeffrey T. 
Harris,19, of Roanoke, and Kenneth M. Winger, 20, ol Arlington, 
were arrested and charged with llegal gambling on Sept 13. 
Service of City WarrMt 
• Student l<imberty M. Pe!deton, 18, ol Spolsytvania, was served 
a city warrant by campus pollee on Sept. 151or allegedy shopitting. 
Alcohol VIolation 
• Student Robert M. Huff II, 21 , d ChaJ1ottesvile, was arrested and 
charged with aiding and abetting possession of alcohol by an 
underage person. 
Number of drunk In public charges since Aug. 28: 15 
• "Pull My Daisy," a Robert Frank film, Sawhill Gallery, 
12 pm. Admission is free. _ 
• A!ft~Mc&~iamM ol'Uliivetiily Piol'essors forum: 
FICUlty Rights and Respomibilities, "Fin<Ung Our 
Professional Voice," presented by John Lyons, Taylor Hall, 
nn. 305, 3:30 p.m. 
• Discussion Group: "To Love As We Are Loved: The 
Bible and Human Relationships." Wesley Foundation, 690 
S. Mason St., 4:30p.m. Led by Ken Beals. 
• Reception for all Psychology majors and professors, 
Chandler HaJJ. Staunton Room, 5:30 p.m. Sponsored by the 
Psychology Club. 
• Circle K meeting, Duke Hall, rm. A-200, 6 p.m. 
• Women's Fencing Team Open House, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 402, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. 
• Psychology Club meeting, Mat.ny Hall, nn. 205, 7 p.m. 
All are welcome. 
• Contemporary Gospel Singers rehearsal, Music Hall. 
rm. 142,7-9:30 p.m. The rehearsal is open to anyone. 
• Asian American Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
404,7 p.m. 
• Natural Higha meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7 p.m. 
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, Notional Premedical Honor Society 
Summer Enrichment Program: Discussion on Acquisition of 
Medical Experiences, Burruss Hall, rm. 31 , 7: 15 p.m. 
• Am and Sciences Symposium Lecture: "Does 
Technology Drive History? -1be Dilemma of 
Technological Determinism,'' presented by Leo Marx, 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. 
• International Affairs Association meeting, Taylor HaH, 
rm. 400, 7 p.m. 
• Natural Highs Happy Hour, Taylor Hall lobby, 4 p.m. 
• Psi Chi informational meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 
5p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 402, 5 p.m. 
• Clean Up Conaress meeting, Jaclcson Hall. rm. 103, 
7:30p.m. 
• "Prime nme,." Campus Crusade for Christ weekly larg~ 
group meeting, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 8 p.m. 
• Golden Key meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 305, 6 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU Center, 
5p.m. 
•• 
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Discount Cards Now Available 
for In-Store Purchases 
Free Gift Available to All Students 
*A Member of the JMU Duke Club 
243 Neff Ave. 
Valley Center 
(Behind Valley Mall) 
433-7789 
1-800 822-0577 
All Credit Cards Accep,ted 
Hours: 
M-F 9-5:30 
Sat 9-4:30 
Folffield Races 
1994 FALL RUNNING 
SUNDA~SEPTEMBER25TH 
GATES OPEN 
AT 10:30 A.M ... 
POST TIME 1:00 P.M. 
FOR ADVANCED 
PARKING AND FURTHER 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 
FOXFIELD 
RACING 
ASSOCIATION 
GARTH ROAD 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 
(804) 293,8160 
-----
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Constitution Day celebrated at arboretum 
from staff reports 
Despite falling rain, the JMU 
Arboretum Interpretive Center was 
almost filled Thursday for a 
ceremony to commemorate the 
anniversary of the Constitution and 
Constitution Day. 
Jack Armistead, dean of the 
College of Letters and Sciences, 
presided over the ceremony entitled 
.. James Madison, the Constitution 
and its Li~ing Legacy." 
Consutution Week. which marks 
the 207th annivernry of the writing 
of the document, ended Saturday. 
The ceremony included a speech. 
a musical presentation and several 
announcemenlS. 
In a lecture on the "Living 
Constitution, Our Contemporary 
lnterprettlions of the Document," 
William Nelson, JMU professor of 
political science, described the 
struggle of the foundiog fathers to 
create the most wonderful instrument 
drawn by the hand or man." 
This "American invention" went 
far beyond their creators' 
expectations, Nelson said. 
Bev Appleton, Michael Goodwin 
and Matthew Sawyer of the Blue 
Ridge Theatre Festival offered a 
different perspective of the time 
preceding the writing of the 
Constitution. 
Comparing the birth or America 
with the hatching of an egg, the 
actors performed an excerpt from 
"The Egg" from the musical"l716." 
Both Armistead and Norlyn 
Bodkin, director of the arboretum 
and professor of biology. said they 
thought the events of Constitution 
Day were a success. 
Armistead said, "I think it went 
very well. The propm tied tOSether 
very well." 
Bodkin said there were several 
representatives In the audience who 
"make the arboretum possible" as 
well as several state and local 
politicians. "It was absolutely 
fantastic. It surpassed our 
expectalions," be said. 
Bodkin, who hosted the event, 
said this was the first time the 
arboretum and the university had 
been able to put together a ''Living 
Legacy" event. and he expectS there 
to be occasional programs in the 
future. 
According to Armistead , the 
arboretum was designated a "Living 
Legacy" in 1987 by the Commission 
on the Bicentennial of the U.S. 
Constitution. 
It was designated a "Living 
Legacy" because it serves as a living 
tribute to the writing of the 
Constitution in 1787. Along with the 
Constitution, the arboretum is pan of 
the legacy all Americans share, 
Armistead said a1 the event 
According to Bodkin, Warren 
Burger, then chief justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court, chaired the 
commission, which recognized areas 
such as botanical garden.; and the 
arboretum for its Plant a Living 
Legacy program. 
The program recognized these 
areas because the nation's forefathers 
had an interest in plants, Bodkin said. 
He added he believes the &Jboretum 
is the only "Living Legacy" in 
Virginia. 
Two annoUJlcements were also 
made at the event 
Linwood Rose, JMU executive 
vice president, made a surprise 
announcement concerning the 
arboretum's master plaJl, which 
ROGER WOLLENBERG/stoff phetograplur 
Norlyn Bodkin, director of the arboretum, gives tours after the Constitution Day ceremony. 
involves expansion of the area 
Judy Strickler. chairwoman of the 
Arboretum Advisory Council, and 
her husband Chip were donating, the 
funds to construct new gates goin~ 
into the arboretum. The gates are 
being given in honor of Charles and 
Dorothy Wampler. 
Bodkin said the gates would 
probably be completed within a year. 
1be gates would be added to the $2.6 
mi Ilion master plan for the 
arboretum, which includes 
construction of a nature center. 
Another announcement made 
during the ceremony deals with a 
national scholarship. 
Michael Galgano. head of the 
history department and campus 
representative for the Madison 
Scholarship, announced competition 
for the scholarship. One scholarship 
is awarded per state in each of two 
categories, he said. 
The schol:uships are given to 
college seniors or secondary school 
teachers who plnn to study and teach 
in areas focusing on the U.S. 
constitution. 
JMU will nominate qualified 
students, Galgano said . Students 
interested in being nominated for the 
scholarsip should caJI x6132. 
Carter leads U.S. team in talks with Haitian officials 
L.A. 11mesiWMhington Post 
news service 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti -
Fonner President Jimmy Carter, on 
an 11th-hour peacemaking mission, 
urged Haiti's military rulers Saturday 
to surrender power rather than face 
invasion by a U.S. armada poised 
around the island with some 20,000 
U.S. 1ro0ps ready to strike. 
The visit by Carter -
8ClCOmpanied by Sen. Sam Nunn, D· 
Ga., and the former chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff. Gen. Colin 
Powell - was described by U.S. 
officials as a lut effon by the United 
States to avoid using military force to 
oust lhe Haitian aencrals and restore 
to power Jean-Bauand Arisdde, the 
elected president ovenhrown three 
years ago. The U.S. team was to fly 
to Washington on Sunday afternoon 
to report to President Clin10n, U.S. 
officials said. 
Carter said he would not discuss 
the outcome of his talks until after 
that meeting. 1be White House has 
emphasized that U.S. trOOps will go 
ashore, whether as an Invasion force 
or by invitation, to maintain order in 
the transition 10 democrlcy. 
Clinton said in his weekly radio 
address that he sent the delegation to 
give Haiti's rulers a final chance to 
leave power voluntarily or "be 
nnoved by force." 
'"Their mission is to make one 
last, best effort to provide a pe8Ceful, 
orderly transfer of power, to 
minim ize the Joss of life and to 
maximize the chances of security for 
all Haitians and, of course, for our 
own troops and the coalition force." 
Clinton said 
Carter's delegation began meeting 
late this afternoon with the Haitian 
high command, including its leader, 
Ll Gen. Raoul Cedras, and the man 
seen as his closest ally in power, the 
army 'chief of 
staff. Brig. 
Gen. Philippe 
Biamby. The 
Clinton 
administration 
and the 
United 
Nations have 
insisted on the 
departure of 
those two 
men, plus a 
third member of the top leadership 
since the Sept. 30, 1991, coup, Port-
au-Prince police chief Lt. Cot. 
Michel Francois. It was unclear why 
Francois, generally considered the 
most nexible of the triumvirate, did 
not attend the meeting. 
Carter and Powell enjoy a special 
prestige in Haiti. Carter was an 
observer in the I~ election that pw 
Aristlde in power. The Georgian 
C!lablished a good relationship with 
Cedras, who supervised security for 
the election. Las t month , in an 
interview with CNN. Cedras 
suggested that Carter serve as a 
mediator. 
Haitians close to the military say 
its leaders respect Powell as a 
miUtaty man who led a vidory in the 
1990 Persian Gulf War and identify 
with him because he Is black. He is 
widely perceived here as sympathetic 
to the HAitian military's position. 
Carter's team also is to meet de 
f a c t o 
Pre side nt 
E m i I e 
Jonassai nt 
and senior 
r-:=-f"'11Ci11MCN4 members 0 r 
_...___, .. his cabinet in 
an effort to 
per s uade 
them of the 
ineviuibilily 
of a U.S. 
invasion if the 
military officers fail to step aside. 
Jonassaint's government is not 
recognized by the United States or 
others. 
A senior Clinton administration 
official in Washington said the assues 
Carter was instruc ted to discuss 
included timing of the depanure of 
Cedras and the other two military 
leaders - something that U.S. 
officials insist must take place soon. 
The 2ovemments of Panama and 
Argentina offered asylum to the 
Haitian military leaders if they leave 
voluntarily. Other possible places of 
refuge mentioned in recent days have 
included Spain and France. 
The senior official said subjects 
for the talks were "the relationship of 
their leaving to our coming in" -
whether the Haitian military leaders 
would depart before the U.S. forces 
arrive- and "aJI kinds of succession 
issues" about the transfer of both 
military and civilian power. 
But he added that neither 
Arislide's return to power nor the 
timing of it was a subject for 
negotiations. "The biggest issue is 
whether they agree 10 go or not," the 
official said. 
Officials said there was concern 
within the admi nistration , 
particularly at Lhe Stale Department, 
about the mission . The worries 
focused on Carter' s reliability and his 
conduct of talks last summer with 
North Korea. in which the former 
president misstated U.S. policy in 
televised statements. 
But some officials said they were 
confident that Caner had been fully 
briefed , would stay within the 
parameters of his assignment and 
would deal directly with the 
administration rather than makang 
policy via television. 
Final preparations were made for 
an invasion if Caner's diplomatic 
mis.~il'n foal~ The Pentagon said that 
two aircraft carrier~ the final 
elements of an invasion force, arrived 
Saturday at undisclosed positions off 
the coast of Haiti. 
The Pentagon also announced 
that, as expected, it has called I 0 
Army reserve units to active duty 10 
suppon the Haiti operation. 
In a symbol of his determination 
to go ahead with invasion plans if the 
Caner mission fails. Clinton went 10 
the Pentagon 10 visit the National 
Military Command Center for a 
briefing on invasion plans. He talked 
by a video link with invasion 
commanders aboard command ships 
throughout the world. 
U.S. officials appeared to leave a 
liule room for Oexibility in the talks. 
"We have a very simple but 
imponant mission," Caner said, "to 
work with Haitian officials to devise 
a peaceful implementation of the 
policies of the Uni ted States 
government and the resolutions 
passed by the Security Council of the 
United Nations" to emphasize a 
peaceful resolution. 
The U.S. team appeared 10 be 
aiming to deepen the isolation of 
Cedras and the other officers from a 
key base of civi lian su pport: a 
handful of wealthy families that 
control much of Haiti's economy. 
The team was to meet with 
representatives of the lead ing 
famtlies and other prominent figure!> 
in the private sector to stress thc-
scrlousness of the mission. 
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~lp!Ja ~appa 'l"Lan•btia 
Building On Tradition, Not R~sting On It •.. 
Find the light I 
Check out BNIU 
~dvertising 
For rate iDfornlltiOD call 
Jonathan Rhudy at 
~127 
Sky dive. 
Experience the ultimate 
natural high! Train & make 
your first jmnp in one day 
at Skydive Virginia 
in louisa, VA, a little over 
an hour from JMU. For 
brochure on rates & 
complete de~ on a 
professional skydiving 
center serving JMU. 
1·800-414- DIVE 
1MU Student Discount! 
Skydive Virginia! 
• WUn ,.,,,.IUIUs• &: 111/111 
.,.. ,.,..,...,.,,. 
.lam•• Matl l a on Unlvet11t1 
568-6669 . 
All activities are open to 
undergraduates, graduate 
students, and faculty or staff 
with a valid JAC. 
Gedw!IIW.... Caller· CoDceroricalllion required prior to use of facility. 
Moeday· Thunday 7 a.m. • II p.m. 
Pridly 7 a.m. • 9 p.m. 
Sllunlay Nooe • 6 p. rn. 
Sllllday 1-9 p.m. 
Yep Clalea in Ooctwift 20$ e~ Motlday It noon; Thurwday It S: IS p.m. No 
expe.iaacc DCICCUII)'. Wew loose clolhina. 
TaJ CW ClMiesln Ooclwio 20S e~ Wcdnesdly It S: IS p.m. and Thunday II noon in 
GodwilllOS. 
W~ W~ Every Wcdnaday evenlna ll7 p.m. and 1st&: lnl 
Wedlleldaysll Nooa In Taylor 203. NeJu week: 
9/ll, Nooe &: 7 p.m. "Whhl• WdiiiCU?" 
9128, 7 p.m. "How to St11110 Ellctclsc Program" 
StW·DIIte¥ery Stria • Taylor 203. 
9120 S:30 p.m. Journal Wrilina 
I<W4 7 p.m. Shlmanie Joumeyin& 
Wtlpt Mauacmeat &ria 
.. .ror a healthier lifC$lylc 
Call X6177 to sian-up for the Introductory Session, 9128, 4:00p.m. ln Taylor 302. At 
this meedna you will llJII up for 11ny and all or the topics cove.red during this 8-wcx:lc 
series including: PM bucfretlna. fitness, eadna dlsonJets, eating on clll11pus, lobcling, 
&rocetY •ore tour, recipe modifiCIIion .t. holiday survlvol. 
Lopa Fltnell Center • Ntwly redelfped euoblc: workout fedlitylocaled lD 
basement or Lopn HaJJ, featurina Ufecycles. Lifesteps, Coocqlt II Rowen and 
a Schwinn Airdync. 
Mon - Thur 2 • 9 p.m. 
Pri 2 • S p.m · 
Sun S • 7 p.m . ~IJ!eftlll.eaadoa Houn uw:ludina ~ball, Wallyball and Squash Courts. Oodwin 
Free Weight Room. Issue Room In OodwJR Hall 
Moa • Thurs 3 • II p.m. 
Pri 3 . 9 p.m. 
Sat Noon • 6 p.m. 
Sun I · 9 p.m. 
Pool in Ooclwin Hall 
Mon • Fri Noon • I p.m. 
Mon - Thurs 7- 9:30p.m. 
Pri 7 • 8:30p.m. 
Sat • Suo 2 • 4 p.m. 
Deep Water Eaerdle 'lUes eft Thur 12:10 .t. 8:30 p.m. 
Sll .t. Sun 2:30 p.m. 
w ... ·, Seecer, 10 • 2 p.m., Sunday, 9/18, WIII"I'CJI Pield 
Mea'alluPf VI. IUdford, I p.m., s.W'dl)' 1 ~~. Oodwin PicJd 
I 
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Debate-----------
continued from page 3 
unfonunate that the debate would not 
be coming to JMU. 
McKay said, "It is a real loss to 
the student body. I fee l that the 
number of people tn Young 
Democrats show how very much this 
race is In the students' minds now." 
Scott Pinsker. chairman of 
College Republiuns sa1d, "We've 
been having record turnouts and 
lncredible •support. By having a 
debate here. it would have been a 
terri fie opportunity to hear both 
sides. 1lle entire nation's eyes would 
beon JMU." 
The last debate between the four 
candidates was held at HamJSden-
Sydney College on Sept 6. 
The televised debate was held 
before Wilder dropped out of the 
roce. 
McKay said, "A debate was held 
at a significantly smaller school ... h 
would have benefited to come here to 
talk in an area where voters are from 
all over. Also they could have talked 
to a wide rage of people not only 
from Harrisonbura but a lot from 
evetyWhere in Virginia." 
To all sides of the race, one of the 
most important issues was that 
information get out to students and 
that students vote. 
Smith said, " It is imperative to 
have the college vote in this election. 
Informing students about the issues 
and getring the information out to 
everybody is the most important." 
worked on the restructuring plans. 
.. , think the division is a workable 
plan. There are some obvious 
benefits but also some potcnual 
problems as weu:· he said. 
Some of the benefits would 
include making better use of exiSting 
talents and resources, Watson said. 
"Hopefully, it' ll force us to tnteract 
with the other departments.'' he said. 
This interaction, however, could 
also be a potential problem, Watson 
saJd. 
RadiO------------ .. People have to want to work together, and who knows if that's 
going to happen or not," Watson 
said. 
continued from page 3 
fundina. 
'1'he reason the budget cuts are a 
little touah for us this year is because 
we have to have the money 10 build 
the llldoo in Cbarloaaville. 
"VVe had hoped to have our 
Charlottesville station on the air 
much sooner, but we nm i.-o a lot of 
delays and problems dealing with the 
PCC [Pederal Communicatio'ns 
Commiulon) along the way," 
Pennell said. 
Part of the expansion plans for 
WMRA included buildina a new 
repeater, or piece or equipment thai 
transports radio waves in Crozet, 
Whitman said. 
According to Whitman, the new 
repeater would allow WMRA 
programs to be picked up in the 
CharloctcsviUe area under tbe call 
leaenWMRY. 
Within the pas t five yean, 
tiMRA bu expanded Ita llstenina 
area to ~xlftatoa and iniWJed a new 
tranaJalor in Wtnchrater. 
WMRA wilJ also soon expand its 
listening area into Charlottesville, 
Pennell said. 
According to Whitman, WMRA Is 
consideted the "parent station" or the 
expanded stations WMRL in 
Lexington and the future WMRY in 
Crozec. 
Whitman said plans Cor the 
expansion to Crozet have been 
known for five yean. 
He added that it had been qreed 
on that when the expansion was to 
take place, JMU would decrease the 
amount of money they gave to 
WMRA. 
Pennell said, "JMU wanted to 
support the saation but not to provide 
all the support ... They really 
wanted the community to join in a 
pii1DCnhlp. 
"Wbaa we decided, basically, WIS 
that WMRA would do expansion, 
and at the time that expansion 
project.a were compleced, tben JMU 
would reduce its contributions," 
Pennell said. 
The new station will cost about 
$3~.000. Pennell said. 
ln order to compensate for the 
$50,000 and sdU have the money for 
the Charlottesville expansion, cuts 
were made in other areas of the 
station. she Mid. 
Pennell said the personnel 
department of WMRA suffered as a 
result of the budpc cuts. According 
to Pennell, the potltion of proaram 
director wu downpded to proaram 
coonliniiOr. 
As a result, Pennell took on exrra 
responsibilities In addition to her 
duties .. aenera.l manqer. 
But abe said she has faith that the 
expansion into Charlottesville will 
create a lot of revenue, which will 
help WMRA make up for tbe future 
cuts from JMlJ over the next tbree 
)Uf'L 
"This year is a little tight, but I 
have complete confidence that we 
can hiDdle the budJet cuts that wiJI 
be pbued in within the next three 
yean." Pennell said. 
The fuwre held of the division is 
goina to bave 10 tate a diverse group 
of people and lead them to work 
together, Watson said. 
This person is going ro have to be 
pretty familiar with things from 
secondary education to library 
science,and that is going 10 be tough 
to flnd, he said. 
A nationwide search will be1in 
this year to find the division head, 
accordina to Benson. 
Other areas in the department of 
education and psychology that the 
restruc:luring may affect are potential 
graduation requirements and a 
possible major in education 
Establishing the division will not 
chanp claases. but in the long run, 
bavfna all of these programs working 
aod talking toaether will probably 
result in some changes in the 
curriculum, Benson said. 
The Division Planning Committee 
is also considering making education 
a major, aa:onting ro ~n. 
Jerry 8en8on 
Benson said one of the things that 
the commiuee is planning on doing is 
going back to the state Department of 
Education and the State Council of 
Hi&ber Education for Virginia and 
requesting perm ission to offer 
education as a major. 
In 1988,lhe state's Department of 
Education mandated that education 
by itaelf could no longer be a major. 
Education students were required to 
major in a liberal studies field 
instead. JMU currently offers 
education as a minor because of this 
mandate. 
The other option is to double 
major in liberal s tudies and 
education, which some colleges in 
the area offer, including William & 
Mary. 
Benson said this would lead ro 
more truth in advertising. 
"ClUing a 3().4() hour program a 
minor is a misnomer, it really is 
another major," Benson said. 
DON'T MISS YEE'S 
SPECTACULAR SPECIALS! 
{f. 
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BikeS ----------------------~----------
continU«J from page 5 
Police Department becaute, "The 
two are separate and do n' t work 
together." 
MacNutt s aid bike thefts occur 
with bikes that are locked o r not. 
Bike locks can be compromised. he 
said, but are muc:h safer than leaving 
a bike without a loc:k. 
Two o ther problems invo lving 
bicycle safety have been drawing 
comflaints. The firs t being the 
loc kang of b ikes to handicapped 
ramps, thus defeating the purpose of 
the ramp, and mo re importantly, 
violating st.aJe law. 
Recent complaints have led to a 
stiffer enforcement of th» regulation. 
MacNutt said. 
'1l's a violation or federal law for 
us not to have a fair access to 
handicapped people. It is federal law 
that requires us 10 have an ~CeeJsible 
campus." he 11id. 
"Common decency, if n othing 
else, would dictate that you don' t do 
that," MacNuu said. about l*kin& a 
bike on a handicap r1mp. 
'1M (Mndicap) rails .,., there for 
a p urpose. To give someone who 
rrught not be wheel-chair bound, but 
mobility impaired, to have something 
10 hold onto, .. he said. 
MacNutt said more bike racks 
have been edded throush the ye.rs 10 
~the Jrowin& number of 
bikes. 
"As many bike racks u we put in. 
the bibs keep prolileratin&. We put 
in more and more bike racks each 
year, but that's no justification for 
Jockina a bike 10 a handicap ramp, .. 
MacNutt 1aid. 
T he other problem wh ich both 
MacNuu and Roy addressed is the 
studenll' bck' of knowledge of bike 
safety. 
.. We have a lot of problems with 
swdenll because they don't know the 
law," Roy said. 
For eumple. he said. many bikers 
are unaware that riding at night 
without a light is a traffic violation 
under code 46.2 10-15 of Virprua 
law. 
He added there are many more 
s m all thin gs that 1tudents don ' t 
know. 
For example, a cycwt runnin& a 
red lia)u will receive a ticket for $35 
plus court COilS. 
A J MU pamphlet on bicycle 
ufety tells riders to )'ield the right 
of way to pedestrians or vehicles 
when pulling onto a sidewalk or 
hipway." 
For all s tudents, Roy 
recommended to just "use common 
sense when riding a bike and be 
aw•e that they're much smaller than 
other vehicles on the road." 
Journal _ _ 
continU«J from ptll(jJ8 5 
and this clus is areal experience," 
Aeshood llid. 
The entry deadline is Oct. J 4. 
Entries muJl be double spaced, typed 
and senl in triplicate. 
AP,plicants must also place 
ideotif.c:ation only on a cover page or 
their papers, including name, 
address, social security number and 
phone number. Academic year and 
major are abo needed on the cover. 
CoYer p~ges wiD be lalcen off after 
the cl•s receives entries 10 keep the 
authors anonymous. After t.he class 
chooses the papers to go into the 
journal, authors and papen will be 
mar.ched up •Jain. Pleshood laid. 
According to Fleshood, students 
should consider submiuing a rCit*ch 
paper to the journal because while 
most majors require srudeniJ 10 write 
research plpUS *"YWWY, it is a good 
c:hancc for studalts to add something 
pr_.gious to their resumes. 
"Ocuina p ublished is a pretty 
important thins. 1lle papers we select 
are the best of the best. I would 
encounae everyone 10 try," she said. 
Although the deadline to add 
En,lish 393 this aemt:ster has passed. 
Enalish 394, the fmal editing and 
publiahing c:las1, is scheduled for 
spring semester and open to any 
\Dierpaduate student. EnJlish 393 is 
not a prerequisite for English 394. 
Jeffrey said he encour&~es other 
majors 10 enter research papers and 
hopea to see people from every 
dep111ment represented. 
Submissions can be rumed in at 
the engliah department office in 
Keez.ell Hall, rm. 215 or.(O Dr. Peter 
Hager, who is te~ehing £n&lish 393. 
1Wo of the most poP.ular bundles_ 
on campus tllis year. 
Now you can really dean up when you buy a select Macinal1' Perfonm: For research resot.I05. Pb Clarls'tbb, anlratlli¥e, i*f*d l*k9 wllh 1•adhet, 
a limited tJme, it comes boOOled with a unique new student software set available only wont~ da!abase ml more. Buy 1 selecl Perbma Wit CD-ROM, and you11 
from Apple. lt~ all the software you're IJJcely to need In coiJeF, 'Jbu'U get sdtwlle that also~ a multimedia libruy ci es~ential refertnc:e ~ Aod OOY( with an Apple 
takes you through ~ aspect of wriU!lt papers, the only personal organi2et/calendar Compu1er Loin, you an own a Mldrbh b Is cJ.t a dmlar 1 Apple ... 
created for )OOr studentlifest)ie and the lnlemet Companion u heJp )00 lap Into on-line day.' I~ lhe power ew.ry studel1 needs.. The pcMJ u be )'Ill' bell: -
IWM:t!i !!.~if! 
For further information visit jMU Bookstore 
Warren Hall • 568-3989 
a 
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A ru sh· to. the finish 
Contributing writer 
Sherri Eisenberg found 
that the process of joining 
· a sorority leads to 
disappointment for some 
and true sisterhood for 
others. 
Then I felt it. It was faint, but it was definitely there. An 
epiphany. A "click," as I had heard it called. 
They had $aid it would happen, and when it did, I would 
know. But I never really believed them. 
It was Saturday afternoon. the third day of Panhellenic 
Sorority Rush, and ) was walking OUt of the last house of the 
day. 
The strange thing was that on my way in I had been ready to 
quit 
The .previous sorority had been really irritating. Not that the 
girls were· not nice, at rush everyone is nice, but these girls 
were too nice. It felt phony to me, fake. They bounced up to me 
in pairs, dressed in their matching outfits, their hair in ponytails 
piled high on their beads. 
They wore grins that swallowed their enti,e faces as they said 
"Hello!" 'and ti red at me the familiar questions that I had come 
to know as "The Basic Four": 
I. "What's your name?" 
2. ' 'Where are you from?'' 
3. "What's your rn¥M'7" 
4. "Where do you liver· 
Yes. questions tbal could truly devastate yoti with their depth. 
I was tired and agitated, but I decided to finish up the day 
before dropping out; there was. after all, only one house left. 
And there 1 met Mindy. 
Mindy was so much lite. the prls J uiUilly bang out with that 
I immediately felt comfonablc with ber. We talked like old 
friends - at a fast pace, laughing and gesturing with our 
hands. When we said "goodbye." for the firsrtime that day, I 
was actually sad 10 go. . 
It was then, walking out of the house that Saturday, that l 
could actually see myself in a sorority. I knew t:hat I really 
wanted to get a bid from these girls. 
So, I walked baclt down the row to meet my Rho Chi group 
-not to drop out, but to rank lbe sororities <>00e again in order 
PHOTOS BY BECKY MULU GANistalfphotographtr 
Alpha Chi Omep pledge u.g., Gavin (left) and slater Elizabeth Burna (right) at bid celebration Tuesday. 
of preference. This was d.one on scantron forms, small sheets of 
paper I c:OuJd really learn to hate. 
Rho Chi's are sorority members who lead the rushees through 
the process. Each Rho Chi is assigned a group of 16 women. 
The sorority affi liation of the Rho Chi's is de-emphasized 
during rush activities, leaving the duty of wooing rushees to the 
sisters in eacb bouse. 
And it was a stressful time for me, waking up early each 
morning and waiting for my Rho Chi to call and tell me which 
houses had invited me l>aclc. 
I was also constantly conscious that these girls, as sweet as 
they seemed, were going to judge me. I knew that they would 
have to ta.lk about me, and it wasn't necessarily going to be all 
good It was difficult wondering what was being said behind 
closed doors. 
Many girls dfopped out, saying they had felt that pressure. 
" It wa$ a good experience. bur I hated it. h was almost 
degrading. It made you look at yourself and wonder how other 
people saw you," sophomore Amy lllingsworth told me. 
"Stressful is the word" 
When rush had first sr:aned. I was a little confused as to how 
everything worked. There was an informational meeting that 
had answered a lot of my questions. 
The first day of rush we visited four houses; the second day 
we visited the other four so that we went to all of the houses 
once. This was called first rounds. 
First rounds consisted of general mixers. As we walked in the 
doors most of the sororities sang and clapped, greeting us by 
name as they read the tags pinned to our tops. Each rushee was 
matched up with a sister who took us down to the basement and 
offered us some punch. 
She would then introduce herself, ask the rushee if she was 
having fun and try to get to know each one - in 25 words or 
less. 
I could already tell a lot about what kind of girls were 
attracted to each sorority at the end of first rounds. 
But I w,as also ~lly surprised. 
As I traveled from bouse to house. I dtscovered the 
stereotypes were. to varying degrees. wrong. 
A soroiiry that J had heard was shallow and snobbish was 
actually the friendllest, seeming quite genuine. I talked to a girl 
there who was also a mass communication major and we 
bonded completely, sharing opimons about professors in the 
department and career aspirations within the field 
At a sorority that I had heard was made up of less attractive 
women, I was surprised by how pretty and put together most of 
them were. 
I fcl : relieved to learn that there is more indtviduality and 
diversity within the Greek system than it is often given credit 
for. 
Because of this I felt good about rushing. 
However, the process didli<!come more arduous. After first 
rounds. it began to narTOw down. Rushees ranked the sororities 
from one to eight on the litUe scantron forms. 
The highest six on our lists that invited us back were the ones 
we went to see on second rounds. 
This eventually leads to the voting process. when sororities 
announce who they will ask for a return visit. 
How this is done, however, I do not know. Voting processes 
are considered secrets withtn the sororities, and most likely 
each house on campus does it somewhat differently. 
Alpha Chi o.n.g. .....,. ('from t.ft to rtgtd) 111c.-.. Kogle, Pernell ,_rwon, Chrtata McCusker and Mindy 
Godclng ~*form • eldllepl11 durtng the third round of 80rOrtty ruah. RUSH page 17 
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1 • Choose your meats and cheeses on a : 
1 huge bagel 
• Feeds Twenty for only $36.95 - I 
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Delivery Hours: 
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Student casts a line into the pro bass fishing circuit 
by NeD-Marie Laugbland 
contributing writer 
The crowd cheered as the dark-haired 
fisherman pulled into the James River Port in 
Richmond . Under lhe blazing sun, JMU 
sophomore Chris Dunnavant was slow ly 
soaking in the realiry of what had just occurred. 
With his catch of 10 bass weighing in at a 
total of 28.24 pounds. he is the new "Mr. 
Bass." 
And he's only 19 years old. 
This makes Dunnavant the youngest angler to 
ever receive this HUe. 
Sponsored by the Virginia BASS Federation, 
lhe Mr. Bass Championship Tournament was 
held on the James River on May 14-15. 
This qualifies him for the Eastern Division 
Tournament Sept. 18-23 on the Nanticoke 
River in Delmar, Del. 
There he and second-place finisher Fred 
Farmer will compete against II Other men, 
each representing a state in the Eastern 
Division. The winner will represent the Eastern 
Division in the BASS Masters Classic in 1995, 
competing against lhe five other U.S. divisions. 
"If I win the Classic, I 'U have my life set," 
Dunnavant said, leaning forward in his chair. 
"The first-place prize is $50,000, which is an 
average price. But after endorsements, I' II be 
financially set for life." 
In the meantime, he plans to focus on the 
upcoming tournament. 
The Eastern Division Tournament is an all-
expense paid event. The fishers are given a 
boat to use 10 the tournament, along with free 
room, board, ga$01ine and bait. 
"They even give you clothes to wear," he 
said. 
Immediately after this tournament is over. 
Dunnavant leaves for another. which will be 
held on Lake Chesdin. The first-place prize is a 
$25,000 truck. 
"It's stressful leaving so soon for another 
tournament, but it's good stress," Dunnavant 
said. "It's what keeps me motivated." 
His motivation toward fishing also stems 
from his childhood. 
Dunnavant's father and grandfather sparked 
his interest by bringing him out on their fishing 
expeditions. There he learned the basics about 
COI'TeCt technique. 
When he wu I 0 years old, the family moved 
to a house with a pond, and his interest turned 
into passion. 
" I staned fishing every day," he said. " I 
watched every video and TV show on fisl\ing. I 
would read every book, article and magazine 
oo the subject. I even subscribed to Field tuUJ 
Stream. I basically taught myself how to bass 
fish." 
Dunnavant entered his first fishing 
tournament when he was 15. 
1bere were 90 boats and 85 of them were 
big bass boats. I showed up whh my little 
fishing boac . Nevenheless, I came in fifth 
place." he said. 
.. , knew that day I wanted to go pro." 
Dunnavant said. "'n the way beck in I felt it 
Ths is whit I want 10 do." ' 
At qe 16, his father gave him the family's 
16-foot bass fishing boat that started 
Dunnavant on his fii'Sl full year of fishina. 
Also in 1990 he joined the Confederate 
BASS M8llerl of Mec:llanicsville. 'J'hrouah this 
orpnizalion, he comperes in about eip 10 10 
&ournamenlla 'JUl. 
• It's the moll drainina thing I've ever done." 
Dunnavanc sajd, "Competing is menially and 
pbyaically draining because you have to stay 
ROGER WOLLENBERG/stqff phtnQ.(rayhtr 
Sophomore Chrta Dunn~~vant pulls • flah he's hooked out of Newman Lake. He said bass, catfish and carp can be found 
roaming the lake's murtcy depths 'In great shape. • 
focused at all times. There's a lot to think aJI part of a bigger plan." 
about." Part of this plan was coming to JMU. 
"The way I see it, it's like golf," he said. At first, he considered attending Virginia 
"Though it looks easy just hitting a ball into a Commonwealth University in Richmond 
hole. there's a lot of skill involved. because he could live at home and continue his 
"The only way to understand It is to try it bass fishing. 
yourself. Then' you can tell how hard it is." But after talking to his parents. they agreed to 
The motlvatlon for Dunnavant to continue suppon bim in his decision to go to JMU. So 
fishing comes from when he was 
three main sourc-es. accepted. he 
The first is from ------------------- decided to go 
within. He "keeps "/ ' • b d h d 1 ahead and take [his) goals In mind t s JUSt too a t ey on t the opponunlty. 
and alms forlhem." h B A . b Dunnavant' s 
He a lso gains aVe a . . ln aSS parents brought 
motivation from • " him home every 
meeting professional jishLng. weekend to fi s h 
bass fishers. In during the firs t 
particular, Dun- semester of hi s 
navant' s friend and freshman year. 
mentor, pro Woo Chris Dunnavant Second sellle$ter, 
Daves. bass fisherma he g.ot . specia l 
" He's given me n perm1ss1on to 
insighl into the spon. have a car on • 
He has been a BASS Masters pro since 1974. campus in order to fish and attend tournaments. 
making the clAssic 10 years In a row, 13 times "I believe my fishing has improved because 
in all," he said. "He is a great inspiration.'' of my pa~nts ' support," Dunnavant said. 
The third source of his motivation comes When he's not able 10 make the trip home, he 
from his faith in Jesus Christ. fishes around Harrisonburg. 
"As a Christian, I have let the Lord take over "It's tough to find (places to fish), but they·~ 
my life. I have given it all I've got, and He there. Newman Lake, South Fork and other 
does the rest," Dunnavant said. "Everything la.kes along the Shenandoah River," he added. 
has fallen in the right place. The Lord has "There are a couple of lakes around that I 
blessed me." haven't explored yet." 
..1 have pis. but if it doesn't wortt out, I "Some people think Newman Lake is just a 
won't worry," be said. "I know that I' ll be muddy water hole, but there's fish in there." 
procecced and the Lord will provide for me. It's Dunnavant said. ''They're actually in great 
shape." Among the fish he catches are bass. 
catfish and carp. 
Though he focuses a majority of his time on 
fishing. Dunnavant makes time for other 
activities. 
He enjoys hunting during winter break. 
basketball, reading and schoolwork. Dunnavant 
finds his academic endeavors to be rewarding. 
" I actually like school," he said. ''I ' m 
presently undecided. I know what I want to do, 
but I'd like to take something that would help 
my fishing . I've considered mass 
co~munication. business. biology and geology. 
'It's just too bad they don't have a B.A. in 
bass fi shing." 
He admits that though he doesn' t always 
succeed, he docs not get discouraged or upset 
about misfortunes. 
"I don't have a dream. but a ~oal. I want to 
be a successful and consistent Boss pro." he 
said. "I'm setting my sights high." 
Along with Dunnavant's fishing aspirations 
go his a.cademic priorities. 
Biology is a serious consideration because of 
his concern for the survival of marine life and 
the waters, a concern from both and ecological 
and professional standpoint. 
"Bass are popular, so they have o tOu!th road 
to survive. We have live wells in every boat to 
keep the fish alive. We don't kill or keep the 
fish we catch; we always release them back 
into the water." he said. 
.. 1 can't get over how companies con dump 
trash into the waters." he said. "I want to help 
preserve it for futu~ ~enemtions. 
"I want ocher people to have the oppoctun.ities 
that I've had." 
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Will your company grow as fast as you do? 
Almost f!NefY company's re- Over the last five years, while between getting ahead. And 
cruiting ad promises you rapid economic conditions staled banging your head. 
growth. But before makilg any many organizations, Andersen 
decisions, ask them how fast Consulting averaged 2096 growth ANDERSEN they're growing. After an, you're per yeac Compare that figure CONSULTING going to have trouble moving up to any other firm you're consider-
if your company isn't. ing. It could be the difference AlmtUJt ANDEJlSEN .. CO., S.C. 
C 1992 Andtrwn Consult.,. All equal oppor1unty ~ 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to these James Madison University graduates who elected to pursue a career with Andersen Consulting: 
Renee Bousselaire Computer Info. Sc:ience Beth Meacham Computer Info. Science 
James Compher Computer Info. Science Anthony Simoes Computer Info. Science 
Lisa Gusler Computer Info. Science Tara Smith Computer Info. Science 
Christopher Hubbard Finance/Banking Victoria Travitz Management Science 
Scott Hudgins Computer Info. Science Brian Winterling Marketing 
We look forward to meeting you at Opportunities 1994. Fu~ Campus Activities: 
Campu lllfoi'IIUition Seuion: Monday, September 26, 1994 
Laet Day of Reeume Drops: October 10, 1994 
Campua Interview.: Wednesday, November 2, 1994 
Monday, November, 14, 1994 
Tueeday, Nowmber 15, 1994 
Please contact the Placement Office for further details. 
• 
-
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cont/nued from page 13 
Panhellenic president and senior Heidi Knapp 
said grade point averages, who you know and 
whether or not you ~ a legacy (someone with 
family lineage In a sorority) are all factors. but 
none of these things can guarantee a bid. 
The second round was more structured than 
the first. 
We were taken into different rooms in the 
house, where we learned about the different 
aspects of life as a sister, hke social acuvities, 
philanthropy and pledge activities. Then we 
were led back down to the basement to meet 
more of the sisters. 
The process got more involved and more 
intense as the third round began. I met more 
girls during that stage of rush. 
Rushees and sorority s1sters ahke knew that if 
a woman was in a particular sorority house, 
chances were she was seriously pursuing a bid. 
All the sororities put on skits, with varying 
degrees of cheesines . They also offered snncks 
this time to go along with the punch. 
It was during third rounds on Sunday 
afternoon that a sister finally asked me a 
question that n:quired some thought. II stanJed 
me because it was SOIT\Cthing I hadn't expected. 
"What am I hoping to get out of a sorority?" I 
repeated. probably sounding like a fool. 
But then I was saddened that it was such a 
contrast from all of the other conversations. 
saddened because the shallowness which is 
often present in the rush process was revealed 
LOme. 
The author, center, conversH with at.tera and rushees during the third round of rush at the Alpha Chi Omega house. 
Monday night was Preference Nighe. This is 
a formal riiUal, usually involving candles and 
sisters standing or kneeling in a circle. It 
sounds like some sort if religious ceremony 
and it really is very beautiful. 
"Pref Night was so emotional," said 
sophomore Jen Oaum. "h really drew me in. 
The seniors Lalked about their reactions to the 
sorority, and everyone was crying because they 
were sad that they were leaving." 
Preference Night is yet another step up in 
formality. 
Each rushee is paired off with a sister for the 
ceremony, which lasts SO minutes. 
"The ceremony is very emotional. It centers 
around sisterhood and friendship. There ~ a 
lot of tears," junior Betsy Smith said. 
That night rushees had to vote for the last 
time. Strict silence is observed, because the 
sorority a rushee puts first is the the one that 
she hopes to get a bid from. 
LEARN 
However, there are always some girls who 
don't get their first choice. In these cases. their 
second choice is moved up. 
But due to the fact that 529 women rushed, 
many women did not receive any bid at all. 
Each sororiry was only allowed space for 41 
newcomers, a total of roughly 328 bids 
extended among the eight sororities. 
"We lried to make cuts earlier this year. I 
personally would rather be cut early on. rather 
than after pref night," Knapp said. 
Bid celebration follows. when the new 
pledges received the cute little ribbons thaL can 
now be seen around campus. 
As for the women who did not receive or 
accept bids. there is always Continuous Open 
Rush. 
Knapp said. "Continuous Open Rush IS the 
process of offering bids to women up until they 
[the sororities) have reached quota." 
Spaces are opened up when girls depledge, 
which takes place outside of the formal rush 
process. 
And there's always next year ... 
HOW q-'O 
S q-' R E q-'· C H Y 0 V R 
Check out Breete ~dvertising 
For rate information call Jonathan Rhudy at 568-612.7 
l-.. ~~----~------------------------------------------------------------------1 
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Charming_ chateaux offer i 
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dDIIIIbedat 
to JMU. Prlval 
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provide lodgll 
town guHta,' 
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·bed, breakfast, hospitality 
Elegance and comfort lure vacationers to well-known house 
by Anne Marriott 
staff writer 
Wha1 once wa Jmne 10 Joshua Wilton, a prominent 
HlrriJonbwg realden& in the )ale 19th century,llld laler 
the fntemily house for Tau ilon is now 
Hlrrisonbl.rg's only in-&own bed 
Craig Moore, owner and 
house with his wife -in 
remodelin& and Drel:.ill\l 
couple opened the Vicl._lll 
a bed and breakfuL 
ahUII Witton hou•, "We figured wilh · 
the 1880a, Ia the wa close to CtmpUS 
bed and brMidaat pretty good ~"JY!Ocg,.-r:"" 
, Private gegnya To mate the inn ~_.-
l wei-known houM spent the two years 
lodging for out-of· au<:tions to decorlle 
....., college couldn't find original 
a, vlaltlng perentl buy reproductions. 1 lril~~ tinea people. After enl£rina the ., 
uses local produce for their 
from an independent farmer 
products come from area 
even comes from nuns in 
products in just about guests see a fine 
Each has several 
guests. They can also go to the 
tabloc:loths. rme room, lhe tables are 
folded in fan shlpCI. have pink cloth napkins 
that Jives the gues11 a if the weathe.r is suitable. 
Continuing alona the garden lerrace outside. 
house. thoR are sleep than the fine dining. 
unuaual put of these $6.9S to Sl4.9S. 
tre for sale. Moore, a the five bedrooms of the 
wll«CClon have go for $85 a night. while 
They come from for $95 a nighL Each has a 
Sociery. Guests clft in lhe same fashion as 
and if they decide they elegant but homey. Off. 
their homes, they can purdwe _ each of the beds. 
"It really depends," Moore said - · For~. MOOre is content with his inn. He just 
the paintinas . "Sometimes we'll sell five in one wanu the people who visit. including JMU students. to 
weekend, md then we might not seD any for a while." have a comfortable stsy. 
locllted In the alttlng room II the bar. Thl• la the only 
room In the Joahua Wilton houM where the ho.t eUowa 
gueet1 to 1tnoke. Here, ten1nt1 can relax with 1 drink and 
meet other gueatl. 
TOSBY 
lER 
.LEN BERG 
, 
I 
t 
Outdoor sports bring visitors over mountains, through woods 
by Stephanie Kriner 
style editor 
After fighting through obtrUding roots, dodging 
trees, hauling through ashing puddles and 
forcing leg muscles to and farther, a tired 
biker deserves a to come home to 
and a hearty meal. 
Pineapple Peddlers and 
Republic is where they wiU 
comforts of home. A grand 
roof and wrap·around 
a win&. welcomes, auests 
OUidoors or just having a quiet 
JMU graduate and 
Stephen Poulson, 
pcenu and provides this 
JMU pae:nu. business-
.. Most are comL-.g from 
where they can sit and 
more dun anything else," he 
The house is localed near 
or lhe Shenandoah River 
burned the north river '--=·".._. 
from invading Port Ket1UbliLC1 
or country living. Large 
8CI'OA &he yard. md • 
river, flapping the flaga 
COURTDYOFKA.ENSEGEDIA.RKc.!:t:• ~=~narlo,.;~ 
Manor in Port 
well deserved 
with a pointed 
with a porc;h; 
'"r4~tn••d irythe 
,.....,...,,._ PNIIIn .nd Pntck ...,_. Ia the home of good· Mahoaany pocket doon open 
~.outdoor .._,tura and loclll hllllory. Queen Anne chain surround a 
1 
1 Four homey upstairs match the early 
American and French decor of the downstairs. Brass 
•.' 
wood canopy beds, covered Wlll'\<oAanam 
aeJoc:>me tired bikers, hikers and ~IUW~ 
I 
I 
.l 
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CELLULAR' .. 
Looking for an exciting ooreer? Joba CFW 
Cellular. We have an immediate opening 
for a part time Inside Sales person for our 
Cellular Sales office in Harrisonburg. 
ResponslbUlties for this part time position will Include assisting 
prospects/customers 1n person and over the .telephone ln the 
Harrisonburg Cellular office and selling cellular service and 
equipment. paging. and VolceMaU. Must be available to work Monday 
through Saturday (approximately 25 hours per week). Will receive an 
hourly wage plus commJssJon. 
Interested applicants for this position may send a resume before 
October 6, 1994. to: 
CFW CommUD.lcatloD.I Company 
Human Resources Department 
P.O. Box 1990 
Waynu~. VA22980 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
H ave your 
customers 
left you in 
the dark? 
Find the fight I 
Check out BNI%1 
Advertising 
For rate information call 
Jouatban Rhudy at 
561-,127 
fRifNOS DON'T LH fRifNOS 
DRIVf DRUNK. 
Olde Mill 
Village 
---Amenities Galore 
• Pedal on the level - no hiUs 10 climb 
or intersaate 10 cross. 
• Only four blocks 10 campus. 
• Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resislanl wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on aU windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking~ 
• Pre-wired for lelephone. 
• Telephone &: cable outlets in each room. 
• Deadbolllocks and door viewers on 
aU apartments. 
o WeJllit f*k:ing lot and walkways. 
o Convement ~ service to campus & 
Valley Mall 
• Full time Management and main&enance. 
• No sliding doors. 
" ... the apartments art new 
and spacious ... " 
-Kristen Phillips 
"I love Oldt Mill's location 
-it's so close to campus." 
-Milan Patel 
,' ... the apartments art clean 
and modern. This is a very safe 
1 I• , pace to 1ve ... 
-Vanessa Howard 
Our residents are our 
best advertisement-
Here's wh 
"There is a 'home-like'feel 
here, ... enough space to breathe. 
You just get more for the money. 11 
-Michael Harris 
"You don't feel like you're 
living in your roommates back 
pocket. 11 
-James Orndorff 
CALL TODAY! 
432-9502 
Professionally 
Managed by 
Horsley and Constable 
Property Manacement Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
Country inn goes all out for comfort 
011 1M oUIItina of HlfriloaburJ 
.5 -- ..... of clow•wn. 
ay Bed ad Bratfut providel a 
lil-=llol ~ tiY8la willa a .... of peace llld 
...a,. 
S..Cilliildld by .,.. of fnlllly c::ua an- llld 
........ tbe ealerior of lhe bed and braklut 
I I 'ill a wbwbaa -- ..ail 0D1 .... fOOl 
....... 
Viliton are aot oaly areetecl by owaen 
a..IDd v .. ~.-.... but by w.U. adDmDcl 
widllr....s .. ~ picllnl. banainl plall 
end ...... - wicbr hladk:nfta. 
•J JOl a lot of my deeoraliODJ from yard 
..a.. • v ... aaid. Poillliq to the while lace 
c:wllias ..... ill lhe tmq 100111 wiDdowl, she 
added, .. 1 aot l.bose for S6. Tbey'r• quite 
e..,._M at Peaney'a, so I really wu tickled 
willa dilL'" v--. ..a ra- lhe tMta taca. • t.Uwl)' 
leacb to the three bedroollll of the laouse. 
Claarac~rized with a .. lly made becb, air 
cnditioaers ud f&IU, aDd colorfal fioral 
co.f01•a. each room poaeaea a c:Um of ill 
own. 
ODe room lpOIU a IOIDber IIII'IOIIJblre wilb 
liJht blue walls, hanaiaa Uahts and planll, 
........ lad t.ce c:artainl ......,... enoup to 
IM..uptlllroqb. 
On lhe ai&ht table of each of lhe bedrooms 
lays a Bibla. 
.. w. are Meuoaitu wbo were stronaly 
brouPI• ill lha dach. .. Vtma aaid. 
Their ICI'aal falb is .., demonscraled at &he 
ldtchln llble. .. h 's a Kinpw111 lnlditioa that we 
pray before ............. v .. tldded.. 
Tbe c:onrinencal brukf•t wbicla consilii of 
malfina, yopn. fnails lnd ~ is piep81tid 
by Vema from ICniCb. 
..When I make my mutruu. I as&aally add 
zacchini from the aarden, blueberries and 
CII'IOCI." Vema also serves bomem.lde canned 
peiCMa IDd pears. 
., r.cammend the homemade puuia, jams 
end jel1iel. said Bill Sloan of Greenville. N.C . 
sao. who Wll VWbnJ a relative lut summer 
aid. '"My wile ad I •jo)led it v«y well. The 
t.t lbiQ& aut our ltiiY w•llwlhcre weren't 
maay people, and lhe Leamans were very 
friiDdly." 
Sophomore Wendy Todd described 
Kiapway's ....,....,._. 11 quainL 
In edditioo\ lbe &..e.mms alto JO out of 1heir 
way to make their aueau comfortable. To 
welcome children and ~ the Leaman.a have 
COUN11IY ,.,. 23 
A ..................... , ......... IIf II • ,,_,..._ .. ....., IIIDDI&Wiookol 
......... Tile •••••••• v.... t ...... ..,. .................. ~ ... ,.... ...... 
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A oozy hotiM In 
PortA ...... , only 
20 ......... ay 
...... u ..... 
...... 
.......... looa .. 
.... ..... 
WIOMioMra. 
Abode buzzes with hospitality 
by ADne Marriott 
sto/[ writer 
In a house nestled in the woods off 
rout.e 848 in Pon Republic, Blrbca Minh 
bakes a cake while her huabt.nd Jim takes a 
walt ne.- one of the fiah.in& ponds. 
This is a scene pretty common to 
anyooe who hu visired the Busy Bee. a 
local bed lnd breakfut. 
.. 1 just lhousht what a wute it is to have 
a 14-room house for jun the two of w, .. 
Barbara said of their idea to open their 
borne u a bed llld breakfast aix years ago. 
"Wouldn't it be fun to have a bed an 
breatfut7" abe asbd her husband. 
Appllrently he thought it would be fun, 
and now lhe couple hosts people from all 
over the wor1d lhrougbout the year on their 
35-aae fann. 
People from as far away u Belgium, 
England and France and as close by as 
Harrisonbura and JMU have come to 
spend the wedcend at the house. 
"We didn't open this wilh the idea of 
makina a UvinJ off of it," Tun said "We 
just tbouaht it would be a fun thin& 10 do, 
to meet people." 
Over the yean, about 300 couples have 
stayed with the Mmhes. One couple even 
came to the two-bedroom inn for their 
honeymooft. 
Whatever the occusion, the hosts 
welcome !heir P*ll wilh hospitality. 
'"We just w•t them to be a pan of the 
flnlily," Blrblra said. 
In f~~et, the Manhel have their &uall 
enter throuah the bact door, into the 
family den Lo promote a sense of 
closenea. Uaually, the pests will be met 
there by their two Himalayan call, Dennis 
the Menace and Snugles. 
The house hll a unique country appeal 
which adds to ill comfortable feel. It is 
antique-laden with most of the pieces 
bein& family heirlooms. 
Some of the decorations, though. are 
piec:a Barbara hu folfti at local antique 
malls or auctions. Everythlna from teddy 
bears, one siUinJ room ia covered in 
them. ID sewing thimbles adorn the bouse. 
"Being this is our home. I never put 
anything away," Barbua aaid of the 
numerous items throughout the house. 
The effect ia a clwming one. maldng 
the gueall feel like a J*t of the family. 
Barbara and Jim never give the guests 
coasters, either, becmle they want them 
to feel at home. 
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Victorian dream house provides luxurious sanctuary for visitors 
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PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG 
But, fancy frills is not all !hat The Ina at K.eezlerown Road 
offers . 
.. We try 10 mab it comfortable." said s.ndy who worts alona 
with her husband Alan. The couple opened the house after 
vilitin& &imds encourqed them to &0 into the bed .-.d breakfast 
business. Sittin& comfortably in the eleamt pulor !hat is their 
home and businea, it is obvious the couple bas brou&}lt cuual 
Soulhem hospitality into their fonnal abode. • 
Out Met a coop of chickens provides fresh eggs for momin& 
tnakfuu of eap. pcncabs or wafllea, fresh-baked bread. ham 
or .....,e. fnaitad juice. 
By caterin& to their pests' needs, the lnabinets, make them 
feel lib true pests, not just customers, Sandy said. AdjuatinJ 
meals for veaetarian auesll, preparing t.eakluts around the 
IChedula of buaineumen and women llld poinlina out aaractions 
.. ways the Jnabinell make their 10metimes leery fult-time bed 
- breatf•lerl feel a1 home. 
Alan said, .. Some of them have almost become part of the 
family." Many pesu have already become ~autan 10 the 2-year-
old bulineas, llwS some even send Christrnla cards 10 them. 
Olher guesu have DUide the Inn at Keezldown a SOrt of second 
home, reauJ.wly reaidina there when they come 10 the Valley. 
Joe and Debbie Spencer, pll'eiU of junicw Amy Spencu, have 
been viJitina tbe 1m for JMU P.renta' W..tmds since the first 
nisht it opened in 1992. They already hav• made reservations for 
when Amy &fldWIIea in 1996. 
'"We just find it V«y c:hamin&. and the ownen have been very 
pleaunt," Debbia Spencer said. 
A. Saady aa.ds in the ch.icte:D coop. suokifta the rooster 
named B.ny who is ia her am.s, it is obrious that Spencer is 
riP& aboul the ....... 1\e .. at KMrdaaDwa ....... a .uque 
liMed of ClOIDfad ...... ... 
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Slam 
Available! 
· $7.00 per hour! 
Local Harrisonburg Firm is searching for 
individuals who have Good Communication 
Skills and a Successful Track Record to Work 
Weekends (18-20 hours between 5:00p.m. 
Friday and Midnight on Sunday). 
Call Today! 
(703) 434-1311 
and ask to speak to Ms. Miller. 
Opponunity 
Does gour campus 
organization 
have an ad for 
t'Che ljreeze? 
-get the facts . 
call 568-6129. 
Futon Specials 
Ualley Mall , 
*All Prices Include . 
Frame, Mattress & Cover 
*Alpha $175 
*Delta $247 
*Metal Futon $328 
*Omega $294 
See Our Futon Display In Watson's Corridor- Valley Mall 
J{ouse ~f Bak 
182 Neff Ave. Ste W-11 Harrisonburr,VA 22801 Take 33 East from l-81 to Town Center Phna, behinJ Valley Mllll 
Hours: Monday-Saturday 10:00-9:00 Firuueci11g Available Call to Order 703-432-1383 
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Call The 
Con1n1ons 
today at 
432-0600 
and get off 
campus 
this fall! 
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' 
added a swimming pool and an animal shelter 
10 their backyad. 
Vema said !hey have sometimes given up 
their own bedroom for their visitors. Th.ese 
hosts ao to extremes in extending their 
bospilality to their auests. 
They ao to extremes for visitors in other 
ways 100. 
Chesler recalls a time when a guest had a 
dilemma on her hands. "She'd aone hikin& 
about 100 milea from here, and somehow 
she'd loat her rental car keys. So she c:alled 
me, md I drove out there to bail her ouL" 
"Chester didn't make it home until late 
that nisJu." Vema said. 
Tho Leamans' hospitality became a 
busineu in 1984 after their five children 
moved away from home. 
Vema said that after calculating taxes 
&om their p-evious cabinet-~ business, 
lbey realized lhey had saved enouah money 
to open • bed and breakfast. 
"We had our rltlt pest in 198S," Vema 
said. 
Niue ye•s later travelers .-e still bein& 
welcomed at JCin&sway ... We've had people 
come all the way from Pakistan and 
Germany," Vema said. 
Accordin& to Vema. the busiest times of 
the yeu are durin& JMU's and Eutern 
Mennonite University's P•ents' Weekends, 
bomec:ominp and ar-ctuaUons. 
"People usually put in reservations 1 year 
ahead for Parents' Weekend," Vema said. 
The rata of SSO per couple and S40 per 
Jin&le, however, stay the same throu&hout the 
ye.-. 
Allhouah their busineu is a source of 
income, Vema said mey enjoy their work. 
'We juat enjoy people, talkin& to them and 
ftUitin& than feel at home," she said. 
ATTENTION, 
Does your 
· club or 
organization 
have news 
or ads for 
~he rJreeze? 
(Jet the 
facts 
call 
568-612~. 
ATTENTION. 
!;!t~!J?!~~!ty __ _ 
Barbua said she wants the guests to feel 
comfortable enough to put their feet up and 
relax. 
Upstairs are the two bedrooms. To l.he left 
is a room with two s inale beds. It hu old 
dolls and quilted bed covers. Uke the rest of 
the house, the room is adorned with family 
heirlooms and other antiques. One of the 
most unique is the old clock on the dresser 
which is over 100 years old. There is also a 
dollhouse in the corner that ori&inally 
belon&ed to Bubua's pandmother and was 
made by her great-grandfather. 
orr the hallway is the bathroom for the 
guests. Although the rooms don't have 
private bathrooms, Barbara said she normally 
won't book more than one couple per 
weekend. 
A second auest room is the favori te of 
most people wbo come to the house, Barbara 
said. In it. there is a rope bed covered with a 
blue quilt. In one wall, a window seat 
overlooks the woods outside, and the ol.hers 
display antiques and a mixture of her own 
crafts. 
Downstairs, the kitchen smells of fresh 
cakes, cinnamon and other spices, wh ich 
linger in the air. 
Cookie cutters hang on the walls, and an 
old- fashioned bread maker sits on the 
counter. In the winter, Barbara makes 
homemade bread for her family and for the 
auests. 
Breakfast is served at 8:30 a.m. While the 
Marshes anend church on Sunday, they leave 
coffee and fresh paslries for their guests. This 
is included in the price of SSS a ni&hL 
Check-out time is 11 a.m .. bul the M•shes 
said they are flexible. They understand that 
sometimes &uests Wanl lO stay a liaJe lon&e:r 
and enjoy nature. 
MAKE TRACKS 
TO "CHIPS" 
568-3922 
, . ~. 
-•·•· --('.; .. 
~NABISCO SNACK WELLS 
DEVILS FOOD COOKIES 
'whale 1upplics WI 
~-MUG REFILLS 
JUST $.59 
\JroEO RENTALS 
I $2.25 PER NIGHT 
~Microwave Popcorn 
warh Rental 'whilnuprl .. ·s b\1 
----Store Hours----
M-F 7:30 · Midnight 
s & s 11 - 11 
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EDITORIAL 
Somalia, Haiti aDd deja vu' 
L ast Thursday. President Clinton faced America's collective living room and tried to convince those watching that the United States was obligated to forcefully emer Haiti and end the ongoing inhumane 
treatmerft of Haitian people by the military junta currently in 
control. 
At the moment, some 20,000 U.S. troops are on ships off the 
coasts of Haiti waiting for the word to attack. When that word 
comes. America will be on a mission to preserve human rightS 
and foster the spread of democracy in our hemisphere. 
Other than a vitamin shot in the arm of our national 
conscience, though, there is no U.S. interest in Haiti. And with 
no national interest, poUtical or economic, there is no reason to 
risk the loss of Americ~n lives and lhe wasting of taxpayers' 
dollars. 
Nobody wiU argue that the Haitian military's treatment of its 
citizens is shocking. unjust and horrible. Human rights are being 
violated and effons should be made to end the brutality as 
quickly as possible. However, these efforts should not appear in 
the form of military interference. Our movement into Haiti will 
simply be another in a long line of incidents in which we are> 
sticking our troops where they do not belong. · 
Somalia should come to mind. In fact, it was this time l(lst 
year that we sent a mess of troops into that unstable and 
impoverished country under the flag of human rights. Indeed, 
people were starving and no help was in sight. When help 
showed up, in the form of our heavily armed soldiers. the 
oppressed and the starving harshly resisted and even kiUed 18 of 
those soldiers in the public streets of Mogadishu. From the 
Somalian ·perspective, we were the aggressors. and we were 
treated as such. And rightfully so as we us~d our outdated 
gunboat diplomacy doctrines to force the cure-all pill of U.S. 
look-alike governance down the throat of a tonured people as 
the cost of our aid. 
In Haiti. though. the replacement governance bears little 
resemblance to any democracy that would be labeled as such in 
our country. Jean-Benrand Aristide. elected three years ago in 
Haiti's nrst democratic election, was subsequently overthrown. 
The Clinton plan has Aristide regaining power. But what is not 
mentioned in the plan is Aristide's lengthy history of disregard 
for the same human rights for which we claim to be fighting. 
Another, and quite obvious, disasterous example from the 
past is that of the Vietnam police action of the '60s and '70s. 
Similarly, Vietnamese government was in turmoil and no 
democracy was present to resist the impending detriments to 
human rights. And similarly, we sent our troops to correct this 
problem. We need not be reminded of the outcome. 
In those days, it was Clinton at odds with the deployment of 
troops as well as the draft that wen~ along with lt. Clinton's 
associates of that time have already gone on record as opposing 
the president's potential actions in Haiti, citing the president's 
increasing desire to show that he is not afraid to use military 
force. Surely this is not the sam~ Bill Clioron who marched 
against Lyndon Johnson's polici~ in Southeast Asia. For this 
Bill Clinton has new things to worry about- like re-election. 
Thai Clinton's former activist comrades have labeled this 
show of aggression to be a purely political one is no surprise . . 
There is some evidence that seems to suppon this idea. After the 
Somalian disaster Jut year, and with Clinton's popularity 
waning, he needs to save face. And history shows there is no 
betler way to do that than to destroy an evil and heartless enemy. 
The question is. why does Clinton choose now. when a 
perfect opportunity presented itself but a few weeks ago? When 
Castro sent us his criminals and dregs, we took them with little 
resistance. Those refugees pose a national threat because It is tax 
money that will pay for their needed roedical auention, the food 
they caMot afford and the boarding they are without. 
CUba is but 90 miles from southern Florida, and the influx of 
these Cuban refugees represented an indirect attack. To have 
sent the refugees back along with the threat of force to prevent 
future illegal immigration would have been directly in our 
national interest. But this was not done. 
Now Haitian refugees are feared to be on their way to our 
shores. Jr this happens, send them back and !$sue a threat and 
then, if need be. invade. Until the goings-on in Haiti represent a 
threat to national security, though, we need not be involved. 
Finally. there is concern over the lack of congressional and 
p\lblic suppon for the invasion of Haiti. Thursday's speech was 
an attempt to pick up more suppon; but the fact remains that 
Congress and the American people, to the rune of about 60 
percent in a recent pole. do not want soldiers and tax money to 
~dumped in Haitj, 
It is a terrible thing that is happening in ·Haiti. Anytime 
injustice results in loss of human life, a chord is struck and 
something needs to be done. But to unnecessarily risk American 
lives -that is also'an injustice. 
The house tditorial reflects the views of The Breeze 'ditorial 
board which consists of the editor, managing editor and opinion 
editors. 
Nicok Motley • . . ediior CTaif Newman ••. rMna,;nr editor 
1 
Mmk Sutton .•• opinion editor' Kar-en &,an ..• cwt. opinion editor 
jp~ Letters to the editor sho\lld be no more tlwllSO warclt, collliiUIS 110 more dwl SSO • words. and will be puWJshed Oil a .,.a an.IJUII..U. Tbey must Ill clell9ered to The BTUtt bf DOOD Taerday ar S p.m. Friday. The ~· raerns the rieht to .U.t tor dl.rity and space. na. qUJ.cwm dUI•doa da.DaC .,-n~; nn.c 1M.-ottU •••lf•r', 
tau.ld,~J-.. ........ ~. 
Dare ... 
A you-don't-know-what-you're-misSif!g dart to aU 
those sorority girls who think that they are better 
than me. 
Sent in by someone who said she was fort wrote 
enough to realize what sororities are really like 
before she got stuck i11 one. 
Pae ... 
A heartfelt pat to the two students who helped me 
use ERIC in the library. 
Sent in by a transfer student who is hintless in 
Harrisonburg. 
Dare ... 
A get-your-facts-straight dart to the $bldent who 
hates the Chi Phi "Beer, Bitches, Brotherhood" T-
shirts. Those shirts haven't been in print since 1988. 
Our rush T-shirts say simply, "Rush Chi-Phi.'' Our 
fraternity is quite politically correct now, but thanks 
· for ~our concern, babe. 
Sent in by a Chi Phi who hares the Fiji shirt "I'm 
a Fiji. You're a bastard." Grow up young pseudo-
Greeks. 
Pae ... 
A pat to the nice guy who climbed on three chairs 
to disconnect our smoke detector that had been 
going off for an hour and a half. Thanks for saving 
our sanity and hearing. 
Sent in by rwo Converse residents who hope the 
ringing in their ears stops soon. 
Dare ... 
A big testosterone dan to all the bare-chested 
bunks who play basketball and volleyball behind 
Frederikson Hall. 
Sent in by a person who wanu them to puJ on a 
shirt and go home because she can~ sleep or swdy. 
Pat ... 
A this-place-is-cool pat to Door 4 Subs for 
providing a much-needed change in atmosphere and 
tasty sandwiches, too. 
Sent in by somebody whose stomtlCh tkarly 
appreciates a variety of delicacies. 
OP/ED 
. I 
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A daughter's letters from a troubled Haiti 
"Churches overflow and people pray, asking God to put an end to their misery. " 
By the iime this colurM Is printed. it may all be over in 
Haiti. 1be United States may have already invaded, or better 
still, tbe military rulers in power may have voluntarily 
stepped down, returning Aristlde to power and reinstating 
democf'IICy. Bither way will bring an end to what Rebecca 
Logan, a 1993 graduate of JMU. calls the "horrible 
psychological game." The game she says, which is played 
with the lives of Haitian people who "live under the threat of 
an overall invasion that is continually delayed," may have 
come to an end, and life around her may have returned to 
some k.ind or normalcy. 
Rebecca left the United States in late July on one of the 
last flights into Haiti . She went as a member of an 
organization called "Christian Peacemaker Teams," 
sponsored by Mennonite and Brethren congregations. CPT. 
in the interest or peace and justice, has provided a nonviolent 
presence alongside Haiuan Christians since 1992. 
The particular assignment of Rebecca's team is to protect 
the lives of a priest and his parishioners who have been 
dtrealened by the military regime because of their support of 
Aristide. So far they have done so by providing a visible 
foreign presence in the neighborhood in hope thai this will 
deter violence by the local military police. 
They also seek to report and investigate human right 
violations at a time when the official human right obsetvers 
have been forced to leave the country. CPT also wants to 
give a message of support and en~ement to the Haitian 
Christians wbo feel that in their hour of need, all the world 
has deserted them. 
Since she left, Rebecca has sent tellers and reports 
expressing puzzlement at U.S. policy in Haiti and surprise in 
finding out that Haitian people are noc what the press has 
made them out to be. "J had all these feaTs," she writes, 
LETTEH T<) TilE EI>IT<>H 
Somalia lat4ght Important lesson; 
blood In Ha)tl will accomplish little 
To the Editor: • 
Two years ago our lovely campus was beset by flocks of 
youthful ClinlOOIOore supponers, who, if que5lioocd aboul their 
appalling choice, would invariably bleat, "Change, change." 
Now that the dull-eyed slug of their preference occupies the 
commander in chief's seat, I wonder if these fools have grasped 
the fuU magnitude of their mistake and our misfortune. 
After the debacle of Somalia, sober voices urged our ne\ll 
president to heed George Washington's warning against 
needless foreign entanglements. Instead, in an act of mind-
freezing stupidity, Bill Clinton has committed U.S. LrOOps to 
replace a dictator with a madman. Somewhere, our first 
president is weeping. 
I can safely predict the following: I) any ''democracy'' 
resting on American bayonets will be short-lived; 2) when 
Haitians discover that massive U.S. aid is not forthcoming, they 
will rum violently anti-American; 3) the refugee exodus will 
continue; 4) our nutcase "ally," Aristlde, will be a huge 
embamssment, as thuggish and corrupt as his predecessors; 5) 
no ruauer bow much American blood and dollars Haiti soaks up, 
k wiU sUde beck into anarchy, like Somalia; 6) most galling of 
all. cuncon loyalists will continue to voce, drive and reproduce. 
with Mil c:onsequeoca for us all. The November elections will 
be a golden opportUnity ro repudiate the lunacy prevailing inside 
the beltway. I hope scudenta will take the time to thoroughly 
check out the candidates and the issues before casting theiT 
voces. And remember, friends don't Jet friends voce DemocraQc. 
Guest Columnist 
-Chantal Logan 
"about being mobbed by starving people. Fortunately it is not 
that way." She does not say that people are not suffering from 
hunger, but that she has found them Lo be "strong people, 
generous and capable" of helping one another. and not an 
''unruly, underdeveloped mob." Instead of voodoo worshippers, 
she found the majority of the people to have strong Christian 
commitments both in the Catholic and Protestant communities 
where they worship. Churches overflow and people pray. askJng · 
God to put an end to their misery. 
As to U.S. policy in Haiti, it seem~ to be sending mixed and 
contradictory messages to the Haitian people. Rebecca calls it 
"ironic" that the gradual and inconsistent embargo has resulted 
in strengthening and enriching the ones it was meant to depose. 
It is ironic that it has increased the suffering and the misery of 
President Aristide's supporters, the ones it was supposed to help. 
It is an accepted fact that an economic embargo affects first of 
all the poor and wiU hit them the hardesL "It so happens that in 
Haiti most of the people are poor, and most of the poor support 
Aristide," writes Rebecca. "Some of them," she continues, "have 
come to wonder If it is not a deliberate attempt to crush 
Aristidc's base and create a docile desperate labor force that is 
ripe for exploitation by multinationals after the invasion takes 
place." 
It is also rumored in Haiti that the CIA was involved in the 
military coup to overthrow Aristide, as well as in the subsequent 
campaign launched in the states to discredit him by presenting 
him as a mental case or a blood-thirsty dictator and enemy of 
democracy. It is well known too in Haiti that some factions 
in the American governmem are hostile to Aristide even 
though he was elected by an overwhelming majority. His 
stand for the poor is seen as a threat not only to the rich 
Haitians, but also to American big business who would see 
their profit cut if Aristide pressed for social and tax reforms. 
Many Haitians are also convinced thllt if the United States 
had really wanted to oust Cedras, it would have done so o 
long time ago. They thinlc the military junta is holding on to 
power because it knows that some U.S. interests would rather 
have a corrupt dictator who can be bought and manipulated, 
than to deal with someone like Aristlde who will stand finn 
when h comes to defending the rights of his people. Adding 
to the confusion and ambiguity is what Rebecca heard just 
last week. It seems the American embassy in Port-au-Prince 
is using one of its organizations "to feed some 400 mili tary 
volunteers who show up to train at the barracks of Cap 
Haitian to defend the national territory against invasion." Just 
what is the u.s. policy and what are the u.s. rnterests in 
Haiti? 
In the meantime. Rebecca says she enjoys living just two 
minutes from the beach. She says that the people around her 
are spoiling her by their kindness. She hopes to learn bow to 
carry buckets of water on her head like women there do. And 
she predicts that her teaming to speak Creole will ruin her 
French. Rebecca wants to let all her friends and former 
professors at JMU know {t~a t she is well and has not 
disappeared from the face or the earth. Above all. she asks us 
to pray. 
Chantal Logan is a former JMU foreign language 
instructor. 
A slow beer in a .Southern bar -
Two weeks before school .---------------------. person, but Joe sits right here 
started, J took a week off for a next to me and goes on and on 
badly needed vacation. It doubled Guest Columnist about how mucn he loves his 
as a business trip because 1 was wife. I told him that I'd like to 
doing on-site research for the be in his shoes one day and 
horror novel I'm writing. 1 went -Matt Warner have that. The man is truly 
to the Charleston, S.C .• and happy - preHy incredible in 
Augusta, Ga., areas to tour some tight of his two heart attacks 
historic plantations and landmarks. Tonight, it's two Fridays and stroke. "A damn-good woman is the best thing in the 
before school starts, and I'm writing this here at the Northpon world," he says. " It 's not sex or all that shit. It's just a damn-
Inn's bar in Charleston. because this is truly a great place. good woman." 
Marty Robbins is singjng '1'omorrow You'll Be Gone" from If someone walks in, like Kinney or Jeffery - who bears a 
the jukebox - kind of a 'SOs-slow-rocJ,. 'n-roll-sounding startling resemblance to Charles Manson - Joe or whoever I'm 
country and western tune. Next to me. a burly, middle-aged talking to will stop to say "hi" and talk for five minutes before 
contractor named Joe shoots the Southern breeze with Olen, who resuming conversation with me. At JM's, I migtit have been 
works at an auto body shop. aggravated - because usually it ' s a woman who's broke off 
They're old friends who've drank together here for a long from me, and she has no intention of coming back. But things 
lime. Joe sips from his $1 draft and says to Pat, the bartender. down here in the South move at only one speed: S-L-0-W. and 
"Lynn back there, like 1 was tellin' ya, she scratched my back, that applies to every thing, most importantly to sex and 
an' she scratches It better'n you do." conversation. There's always time to fini sh the story you 're 
Before replying, Pal taps tong, maroon-painted fingernails on telling. 
the bar. "I ain't never scratched your back, Joe!" I'm going to sil here until closing and drinlc in the atmosphere 
"Exactly," Joe says and laughs before sipping his glass again. along with my Budweiser: the friendly conversation, the 
Pat smiles, walks around the bar and gives him a friendly rub. electronic flullering sounds of the arcade slot machine by the 
"How's thatT' she asks. door where someone repeatedly stabs its button with a nicodne-
'7al.k to me ln a half hour an' l'lllet you know." stained finger, the sense of community. At home in Burke and at 
Only five people sit here- the regulars- but they make school in Harrisonburg. I live in a world where I'm not only 
enough conversation to fill the room. and tbey drink enough to alone within myself. but I'm alone within tbe crowd. Down 
fill a lake. Joe interrupts my writing this to tell me his life story. here. I don't feel alone or lonely. and I can strike up a 
He's the kind of person who gently taps your shoulder with the conversation with a stranger on the street without fe&T. 
back of his band u he talks to you. 1 find my eyes drawn to his Tomorrow, I'm going to miss that while I ride the train back to 
deflated Elvis haircut and low hairline that comes down to Washington. butt hope one day I'll return. 
within three fingerwidths of his eyebrows. He says he's been 
married ... . . for 37 years, an' never a liclc passed." 
Thirty-seven years I What a hell of a long time to be with one 
Senior Matt Wamu is a mass commWiication tMjor. and his 
future columru won 't IH this senlinuntal. 
Apparently, all is well here atJMU. Restructuring is dandy, and 
~:Ve~ody is hllPRY with the campus climate. Judging from the 
!\~r ~ letters 'received, nothing needs to be changed. Is this t111e? 
,, 
----------------------------·-------------------------------
-----.l 
,., 
•I 
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B.U.I.L.D. 
A Workshop for 1MU Oubs & Omaojzations 
September 24, 1994 
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Get the most out of your club experience through: 
• Membership Development 
• Networking 
• Fund-Raising 
• Increased Membership Participation 
Brought to you by the Office of Leadership & Organizational Development. r 
L----- .!2! .!:.~S,!!~O! ~!:. ~! ~·!!.~!!?!!. ~~ :.83..::..----- ..I 
*LIVE UlTIMO BfiND* 
Every·SAT- night 9 p.m. - Z a.m. 
no COVER CHARGE · 
(With student ID) 
•EVERYBODY WELCOME~ 
• 
• 
Pf. gr~t.tt tJlt.tc.fl t~ ~.fi.fit l~tt~ 
rJj ~8S.t, ~8V 1J8~1J)8 
VG~:ttr'~ 'V.-.t~~V'\l.Gt; Gl:VT-.t'R. 
~~t;y k~t)~t; 
crlt8W~4). ~8,t8~'},8,- ~8 
' 'r-~ ~~ 
~· 
We promise fun. food m:J merriment. ad a great 
pbce to see new foces. Stop by ald bring a friend 
e're in Loga'l Ha\) Come see wpat we're afl about/ 
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Goals a dime a dozen in rout of UNC-W 
Seahawks play without goalkeeper after first 30 minutes as Dukes explode for 12-0 win 
by Mike Wissot. 
stalfwriur 
UNC-Wilmington coach Keith 
Cammidre had seen enough misery 
foroneday. 
Only 30 minutes into Saturday's 
matchup between JMU and the 
Seahawks, UNC- W was already 
down 7-0. Cammidge called his 
aoa1kcePer over, senior Josh Hopfer. 
and lOki him to take a seat. 
Cammidse then proceeded to play 
with II Odd players and an open net. 
The result was a 12-0 kiiUng of 
the Seahawk$, a school record for 
most goals scored in a game and 
UNC-W's worst loss ever. Senior 
forward Mart Matbewson also broke 
the Individual JMU record for most 
pia scored in a pme, netting four 
lO up his point total to 14. 
... don't get it." head coach Tom 
Martin aald. "The two words that 
come lO mind are bizarre and why." 
Senior forwwd Brent Bennett was 
similarly perplexed. 
.. I've newr seen that in my life," 
be said. "' don't know wby they took 
their goalkeeper ouL Bven if their 
co.c:b was ttying to teach them a 
lesson. that • s still wrong." 
The Seahawks were without the 
services of starting goalkeeper 
Shawn McAllister. who received a 
red card apinst North CaroUna State. 
He was suspended for one game. and 
since UNC-W only has two 
aoallteepers on the roster, Hopfer 
wu the only eHgible Wilmington 
goalie. 
Hopfer, playing with a broken 
hand , tried his best to convince 
Clmmidge to leave him in. Venti111 
frustration at a day where nothing 
would go right on the field, Hopfer 
yelled, "They've all quit, coach. I 
can't stop a lrillion shots." 
His pleadings were to no avail. 
"We had a brilliant 30 minutes 
with four or five really good goals," 
Martin said. "When they pulled the 
keeper, for what reason I have no 
idea, then the game just degraded 
because we were telling kids not lO 
score." 
JMU improved its record to 6-0, 
1·0 in the Colonial Athletic 
Association, while UNC-W dropped 
to 1-5, 0.1. 
Junior midfielder Patrick 
McSortey SlaJUd the JMU barrage of 
goals, beating three defenders on lhe 
right side or tbe goal before crossing 
a pass to wide-open senior forward 
Brent Bennett for the score. 
After dribbling past midfield, 
junior m.idfielder Kaarlo Kankkunen 
connected to Mathewson, who then 
sprinted past two Seahawks 
defenders for the second goal. 
" It was about time we started 
finishing our chances," Martin said. 
"Mart has been getting the job done 
for us lately ... 
The Dukes didn't take long before 
striking qain. Only one minute later, 
Kanlckunen picked up his second 
assist on a comer kick that sailed 
right to McSorley, who closed the 
deal witb a header. 
Once again, Bennett burned a 
swarm of Wilmington players 12 
minutes into the game and then 
dumped a no-look pass to 
Mathewson. completing the one-two 
punch. 
"Both of their defenders followed 
me." Bennett said. "I knew Mark was 
behind me. It was a good read on my 
pan and a good fmish on his behalf." 
Shortly after, sophomore 
midfielder Sipi Savolainen saved a 
possible out-of-bounds ball and 
kicked it past diving goalkeeper Josh 
Hopfer. 
"Sipi is a great player." Bennett 
said ... We're all glad to have 
someone of his stawre and sldll." 
The scoring rampage continued, 
as Kankkunen found junior 
midfielder Nathan Fairchild, who 
PILE PHOTO 
Junior~ MPca C8wley WM the Ieiding I'Uihet end ICONd 
two toaohdowne .....-.y In JIIU'I 27-24 lou It New Hampshire. 
BECKY MULLlGANistalf phbtotraphtr 
JMU junior defender Dan En8ley (17) contributed one of the 12 goele econtd ~tg~~lnlt the Seahawka. 
blasted a 35-yard shot in the upper 
right comer of the net. 
"That's the kind of goal you 
always want to get," Fairchild said. 
"As I struCk the ball, it felt good, but 
I was surprised to see it rut that right 
cornet'." 
ln the final goal before Hopfer 
was pulled from the game, junior 
defender Kyle Swords landed a free 
kick right in front of Mathewson, 
who drilled his third goal from 12 
yards out. 
With an empty Wilmington net, 
the Dukes scored two more goals in 
the first half. 
The Dukes had a scare shortly 
before halft ime when Bennett 
collided Into a Wilmington defender 
and bruised his right shoulder, 
sideli ning him for the rest of the 
game. The injury was not serious, 
and BeMett Is not expected to miss 
further playing time. 
With a 9-0 lead at halftime, 
Martin still reminded his players to 
stay focused in the remaining 45 
minutes. The blowout also allowed 
him to give ample playing time to his 
non-starters. 
"It was a good time for other guys 
to ge! some experience and build up 
their confidence," Fairchild said . 
"That was a definite positive for the 
team." 
When the game resumed, 
Mathewson quickly scored his 
record-breaking fourth goal before 
leaving the game. Junior midfielder 
David Clarke and junior sweeper 
Dan Ensley chipped in the final two 
goals. 
Martin said just getting through 
the game was a trial for his players. 
"My hat's off to our kids because 
we could have made it a joke and 
tried to score 20 goals," Martin said. 
"Finishing the game was probably 
the hardest thing to do." . 
JMU plays at St. Francis (Pa.). on 
Wednesday at 3 p.m. 
Wide-left field goal attempt 
ends JMU rally against UNH 
by Alison Boyce 
sports editor 
This time, there was no big first-
half lead to slip away from the JMU 
football team. Instead, the Dukes 
watched sophomore placekicker John 
Coursey's potential game-tying 40-
yard field goal attempt sail wide left 
with eight seconds remaining, and 
University of New Hampshire pulled 
out the 27-24 upset in Durham, N.H 
at Cowell Stadium on Saturday. 
In front of 6.173 spectators , a 
significant lack of offense, as well as 
costly penalties, pot the Dukes in an 
early first-half hole. 
New Hampshire jumped out to a 
quick 7-0 lead after senior tailback 
Avrom Smith ran in a 2-yard 
touchdown on the Wildcats' first 
series. 
With the second quarter barely 
under way. the Wildcats were 
punting on a founh down when JMU 
was called for roughing the kicker. 
With the ball returned to U~H with a 
first down, senior cornerback Dwight 
Robinson was then called during •the 
series for a late hit. 
The result was another touchdown 
from Smith. this time an 8-yard run 
that gave the Wildcats a 14-0 
advantage. 
"He's a tough back to stop," JMU 
head coach Rip Scherer said in a 
post-game Interview on radjo station 
WSV A-550. "We missed so many 
tackles. and he's one of the reasons 
we missed so many." 
JM U junior quarterback Mike 
Cawley started the Dukes' rally on 
the team's next series. keeping the 
ball and running 41 yards for a 
touchdown. 
Cawley finished the day as JMU's 
top rusher, a trend eviden.t in each of 
the Dukes ' three games. Against 
New Hampshire. C.wley finished 
with I 13 yards on 18 canies. 
Senior fullback Steve Agee and 
junior tailback Paul Harris 
respectively had 45 nnd 44 rushing 
yards. 
Cawley's 240 passing yards on 
Saturday propelled him into third 
place on JMU's career passing 
leaders liM with 2,598 yards. Second 
place is held by Tom Bowles. who 
racked up 3.583 passing yards while 
playing for JMU from 1979-83. 
II was Cawley and sophomore 
wide receiver Macey Brooks th at 
combined for most of JMU's points. 
Brooks caught his founh touchdown 
of the season, a 19-yard reception 
from Cawley, with 20 seconds before 
the half. culling UNH's lead to 21-
14. 
It was Cawley that also carried in 
a 1-yard touchdown with only 3:29 
remaining in the game. giving JMU 
it's first - and only- lead. 
The subsequent touchdown from 
the Wildcats two minutes later might 
have put the game out of reach for 
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Oflke of Career Set tka ' 
Prt:SI nts 
OPPORTUNITIES 19M 
A University-Wide Career Day 
Convoaatiou Ceoter 
'lbursday, September 22, 1994 
1:00 pm - 5:00 pn 
Organizations that will be present to share information about employment opportunities and lnternshlps include: 
AFLAC 
American Management Systems 
Andersen Consulting 
Auditor or Public Accounts 
Beach Ford 
Bell Atlantic 
Booz• Allen & 118milton 
Burlington Industries 
Circuit City (Flnance Div) 
Circuit City (Retail Div) 
Circuit City Express 
Coopers & Lybrand Consulting 
Deloitte & Touche 
Drug Enforcement Agency 
Electronic Data Systems 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car 
Farm Bureau Mutual Ins. Co. 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. 
First Union National Bank 
Foot Locker 
Freddie Mac 
GEl CO 
General Electric 
George G. Sharp, Inc. 
Hecht's 
Hospitality Partners 
Household Bank 
INRI 
Inspector General for Audit (DoD) 
JCPenney Company, Inc. 
Lady Foot Locker 
Marine Corps 
Marriott Hotels (Controller) 
Marriott Hotels (Education Services) 
McLean Hilton 
Naval Air Systems Command 
NavaJ Audit Service 
Navy Comptroller Program Mgt omce 
Navy omcer Programs 
Norwest F1nandal, Inc. 
NIW 
Please dress professionally and bring several copies of your resume. 
TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL CAREER FAIR 
Olde Discount Stockbrokers 
Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert & 
Huffman 
Pic 'N Pay Stores 
Pizza Hut 
Prudential - AARP Operations 
Sipet Bankcard 
Sprint lntematlonaJ 
Standard Register 
State Farm 
Sysco Food Services of VA 
United Service Organization 
Virginia Dept or Environmental Quality 
Virginia State Police 
Wallace Computer Services, Inc. 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. 
Wendy's International, Inc. 
Woodward A Lothrop 
Yount, Hyde & Barbour, PC 
A career fair can be a great place to Jearn more about a career field, gather information on specific organizations and establish professional contacts. 
To make •Opportunities 1994 • a success for you, the Office of Career Services bas identified some important information to keep in Jllind as you prepare 
for career day and visit with employer representatives. 
Preparation is a vital step in making the most out of a career fair: 
• An initial step is clarifying your goals: why are you attendine the fair and what do you hope to get out of it? Aze. you looking for a S1lJDJDe1' intemship? 
a full time position? or exploring what employment options exist for you? 
• It is a good idea to identify the organizations that you would like to talk to and to prepare a list of questions that you want answered. 
• Knowledae about yolir interests, lkills and experience is essential preparation for your conversations with employers. 
• If you arc using the career fair as a part of your job ~. you should bring copies of your resume. 
• Since a career fair can be a very busy event, you want to be able to make the most of your time. Give some thoueht about how you will approech 
employers. You want to introduce yourself, demonstrate your interest in the organization and be prepaRd to di8CU8I your education and work. experieoces. 
Communication is an important aspect of presenting yourself effectively. Because first impressions can be l.astiq ones, you want to pay special attention to 
how you present yourself to prospective employers. 
• Dress professionally. A suit is always the best choice for men and woma:t if you waut to look profeeaioaal. For women a tailored drea may be appropriate, 
especially in less conservative fields. Even if you are only using the fair to gather information, it is still a cood idea to make a favorable impression by dressin& 
professionally. 
• Similar to any interview situation, you want to demonstrate coofideuc:e in younelf as well as enthusi.um md interest for the orpaization. Wbeo introducin.g 
yourself to employers, maintain good eye contact and have a firm bandahake. 
• Have numerous copies of your resume in an easily accessible place so that you don"t have to fumble around looking for copies as you are trying to introduce 
yourself. 
Follow-Up is a final and critical step in making the most out of a career fair. When you have finished talking to a repreeeotative b,ere are a few un.aas you 
should remember to do. 
• Ask for the bu.iness card of the person who you are tallcing with. 
• Ask. wbo you should contact within their organization and ask for tho telepbooe number. Mate sure that you have spelled any JWIIIe8 correctly. 
• Ask each individual organization what is the best way to follow-uP with them. Should you ca1I within a specified time or aeod a cover letter aod resume? 
• Ask for a time frame (How soon can you expect to hear from someone?) 
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JOSH SEELEY lstoff phomJiruplltr 
Senior Nlkole Maslovs (22) and freshman Heather Selvltelle contributed strong per1ormances for JMU against the Monarchs. 
Dukes roll over Monarchs, 9-0 
by Brett Sahm 
contributing writer 
The JMU women's soccer team used added 
experience and a solid offensive attack to 
defeat Old Dominion 9-0 on Saturday at the 
Reservoir Street field . 
JMU' s athletic ability allowed them to 
attack through the midfield and exploit lhe Old 
Dominion defense, comprised of three 
freshmen and one sophomore. 
"Athletically, we "ere the beuer team," head 
coach Dav& Lombardo said ... They were- a 
young team and came out Oat defensively. We 
were able to send runners out of the midfield in 
order to confuse their defense." 
Lombardo also added that this game was 
vital for confidence purposes since JMU is 
commg off three defeats. 
The offen~ive allack was Jed by sophomore 
midfielder Samantha Andersch and senior 
forward Julie Reule. Anderscb dominated play 
at the midfield, continually setting up Reule 
and junior forward Ashley Williamson a(ong 
w1th sophomore midfielder Kristi Palmaccio 
and senior mid fielder Jamie Dykes. 
Reule was the star from the scoring 
standpoint, netting three goals. She opened the 
scoring at 6:09, with a penalty kick resulting 
from a hand ball inside the penalty area. 
From that point on. the JMU offense 
adjusted to ODU's defense. 
"We knew that they were trying to pull an 
offsides trap at the beginning,"· Andersch said. 
"Our midfielders had to overlap from the back 
and make runs in order to upset their defense." 
JMU struck again at the I 5:34 mark on a 
cross from Reule that found the foot of 
Palmaccio, who proceeded to put the ball in the 
bottom comer of the net. 
After a Williamson goal, Reule would find 
the net again on a pass from junior forward 
Katherine Carpenter 
The second half was a virtual continuation 
of the first. with Reule picking up an unassisted 
goal a hule over a mmute into the half. 
"Things are finally geuing together for me,'' 
Reule said. '"This was my nrst hat trick, it feels 
good." 
Williamson would score her second goal on 
• an assist from Andcrsch, which proceeded to 
make the score 6·0. Lombardo then removed 
the starters and played his less experienced 
players. 
Freshman Heather Sclvitelle, last year's 
Virginia bigb school player of the year, tallied 
her first goal on a blast from 20 yards out. She 
then sent a cross that freshman midrielder 
Aimee Vaughn headed into the net. 
ODU goalkeeper Pam Dennis was a bright 
spot for the Monarchs. Although JMU scored 
nine goals, the score could have been much 
higher without her 17 saves. 
The play of the JMU defense was equally 
strong. particularly that of senior stopper 
Nikole Maslovs. who had lhe unenviable task 
of containing Old Dominion's star midfielder. 
Michelle Kubicek. 
JMU outshot Old Dommton 47-7 and had 
12 more corner kicks. 
Reule, JM U team captain. !.tressed the need 
for the win and its possible conndence-bullding 
crtect on rhe team. 
"We knew they were young and that 1f we 
stayed composed. we would beat rhem." ReuJe 
said. "This was a grea1 win- a new begmnmg 
for our team." 
JMU improved 1ts record to 2-3. 1-0 in the 
Colonial Athletic Association. ODU fell to 2-3. 
1·2 in the CAA. JMU's next game is Sepl. 21 
at home against Radford at 4 p.m. 
Field goal ____________ _ 
contlnuedfrompags27 One of those home wins in 1993 came JMU o 14 o 10 -24 
against New Hampshire, where the Dukes had New Hampshire 7 14 0 6 - 27 
the Dukes. But UNH placekicker John Curry a record-setting day in a 45-21 beating of the 
missed his 18-yard point after a11empt. and Wildcats. New Hampshire scored two of those 
JMU was only down 27-24. touchdowns in the last minute of the game, and 
The Dukes managed to drive the ball to lhe Like the Dukes, finished their season with a 6-5 
UNH 23-yard line wilh carries from sophomore record. 
tight end Ed Perry, Harris and Agee to set up But this time, in the unusually hazy and 
Coursey's 40-yard field goal attempt. humid New England weather, it was the Dukes 
A successful field goal would have sent the who were forced to struggle. The losing result 
game into overtime, as allowed by 'Yankee means a probable drop out of The Spons 
Conference rules. Netwodt Division 1-AA Top 25 poll, one week 
But although Cooney's kick reportedly had after JMU received a No. 19 ranking. 
the distance, Scherer told WSVA the Ieick It also places the Dukes at 2-1 on the 
"wasn'tevenclose." season, 0-1 in.the Yankee Conference. JMU 
The only other field soal Coursey bas has a bye this week before visiting Boston 
missed this season was a 40-yard attempt University, one of the top Division 1-AA teams 
apinst the University of Buffalo, a game JMU in the nation, on Oct. l. 
won 3S-0. For Scherer, the second-half rebound 
JMU has not won its first road game of the against UNH may have been a marked 
season since 1985, when they beat East improvement from tbe first two quaners. 
Tennessee State. Tiley had a particularly rough But for him, it was a situation the Dukes 
time laat season away from Bridgeforth should not have seen. 
Slldiwn, aoinJ 2-3, while accumulating a 4-2 " It was a good effort," he said. "But wo 
record when playlna at home. should have never been in that position." 
nRSTQUATER 
UNH - Smith 2 yard run (Curry PAT}. II :30 
SECOND QUARTER 
UNH - Smith 8 yard run (Curry PAT}. 8:53 
JMU - Cawley 41 yard run (Coursey PAT}. 7:03 
UNH - Mezquita IS yard pass from SIJI)et (Curry 
PAT}.2:0t 
JMU - Brooks 19 yard pnss from Cawley (Coursey 
PAT}. :20 
FOURTH QUARTER 
JMU - Coursey 24 field goal, 8:30 
JMU - Cawley 1 yard run. 3:29 
UNH- McUnton I yard run. I :29 
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS 
RUSHlNG - JMU, Cawley 18· 113. Agee 6-4S. 
Harris 11·44, Miles 7-24. Jeter 3- IS. Byrd 2·S. Allen 
1-(·2). UNH, Smith 25-19S, McOinton 11-40. 
Mezquita3-IS, Jonet 1-(-10), Srayct9·(·11) 
PASSlNG -JMU. Cawley 20.32-0-240. UNH. 
Stayer 12-21-0-138 
RECBIVlNO - JMU. Petty 6·96. Agee S·9, Allen 
4-44. Brooks 3·72. Woolever 1-14, Harris I·S. UNH, 
Jones 3·37. Allan 2-29, McClinton 2-26, Mezquita 2· 
19, Smith 2·17. Barrow 1·10 
STILL VERY FEW AFRICAN· 
AMERICANS IN SPORTS 
ADMlNISTRATOR POSTITIONS: 
The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Minority and Interests 
Commiuee has found the proportjon of 
African-Americans among sports 
adm1mstrators has changed lirtle in the 
last four years. according to The 
Chronicle of Higher EducaJion. 
Excluding those at historically 
African-American institutions, the 
committee found the proportion of 
African·Amerlcan administrators and 
conches at NCAA colleges had risen 
from 5.4 percent in 1990-9 1 ro 6.2 
percent in 1993-94. 
African-Americans only accounted for 
3.6 percent of all athletic director~. also 
excluding predominantly Afocan-
American universities. ln 1990 the 
number was at 2.2 percent 
At the same colleges. 3.9 percent ol 
college coaches were Afncan-Americ:ln 
tn 1993-94, up from 2.8 percenr four 
years earlier. 
Slightly more than 25 percent ol all 
nrhlctes at NCAA colleges or univer~1ties 
are African-American. 
UN IVERSITY OF GEORGIA MAY 
START GAMES LATER: The 
University of Georgia is cons1dering 
moving up the s tarting Lime of home 
football games because students are not 
arriving until the second half, according 
to reports in the Washington Post and 
USA. Today. 
University officials said although 
home crowds run a capacity 80.000-plus, 
students are not making the I p.m. 
kickoff. They also said the late-arriving 
students do not make enough noise to 
support the team. Officials blame late· 
night partying as the cause of tardy 
auendance to the football games. 
IVERSON ENROLLS FOR 
CLASSES: Allen lverson, one or college 
basketball's top h1gb school prospect~ 
two years ago. has registered for classe.'> 
at Georgetown University, according to 
Tl~ Chronicle of High~tr £duca11on. 
Iverson's cholarship pro pect \1-Cre 
1n JeOpardy when he was conv1ctcd of 
felony charges for his role in a bo\\ ling 
alley brawl last year. Doug Wilder. then· 
governor of Virginia. granted l ver~on 
conditional clemency after he served four 
months of a five-year sentence. 
After working with a private rutor 
while incarcerated. Iverson complered hi~ 
high school studies at a private school. 
He had signed a letter of intent in June 
to attend Georgetown, despite the fact he 
had not yet earned his high school 
diploma. 
WIFE OF BOOSTER ALLOWED TO 
ATTEND GAMES: Texas A&M will 
allow the wife of a booster who broke 
NCAA rules to attend school footbaU 
games, but not her husband, according to 
The Chronicle of Highu Education. 
Warren and Pattie Gilbert gave 
$30,000 to the university's athletic 
department in 1978 in exchange for a 
lifetime of special seating at Aggie home 
footbaiJ games. 
The NCAA placed the Aggies on 
probation in January because Warren 
Gilbert allegedly paid football players for 
work they had not done. 
The school was ordered to disassociate 
itself with Warren Gilbert. Giving him 
his preferred tickets would have violated 
the university's probation, but the 
Gilbens araued the endowment was a 
binding contract and that Pattie Gilbert, 
who was not involved in the NCAA case. 
could not have her rights ~ed. 
' I 
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. F Always Good. Always Fresh. 
Always Kroger. 
~ A Unique Shopping Experience! 
ADVEJmSED ITBA POUCY: Each of these advernsed teems JS 
reQUired to be reaotly available for sale tn eacn Kroger Store. except 
as spectfteaUY no ceo '" thlS ad If we do tvn out of an adverttseO 
Item. we will offer voo votr Choice of a comparable ttem, when 
av atlable. reflecttno tl1e same savings or a ra1nche<:k which Wln enti-
tle vou to purcnase the advertiSe<lttem at the advertised prtce 
wtthln 30 days Only one vendor coupon Wtll be accepted per ttem 
purchaSe<! 
~1994 ·THEKROGERCOITEMS 
AND PRICES GOOD SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 
18 THROUGH SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, .' 
1994 IN HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE 
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES NONE SOLD 
TO DEALERS 
EQuivalent 
toBBtt 
Per6-Pack 
ASSORTED FLAVORS $ 
::cg-,::::. ............ 1/2~at. If IJ 
SUPERSIZE $ ~=:: Chips ........... 2o-oz JIB 
ASSORTED VARIETIES s ~ro::rs ............... ...  12~.'/! 
ALL NATURAL FLAVORED i/11 
Mlstlc •a" Beverage ..... 2o-oz. st/.1;'1 
r.---~ Pharmacy Coupon ~---, 
:s 'lo.oome · 
:. ·· · .lifte Foild · I . 
I Just have a new or transferred prescription 
I filled at the Kroger Pharmacy and receive $10.00 
I worth of free food with the minimum prescrip-
1 tion purchase of $10.00 
· : • Coupon cannot be combined with other coupons. 
1• Excludes alcohol and tobacco products. 
1• Not valid on transfer from other local Kroger Pharmacy 
I Phamacist's Singature Required 
I 
, L-~~£~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~::'.:!:~~~~~n~ Ron 5f'2 
:::=.nas ....... ................ Lb. Jge 
.. 
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Young runners key to cross country success 
by Kristea Purka 
contribuJing writer 
Y ouna talent seems to be running strong for 
the JMU men's and women's cross country 
teams this season. 
Despice tbe lack or retUrning members, both 
the men's and women's teams held their own at 
the Fordham lnvitmonal in New York on Sept. 
9 and 10 by placing second and first, 
respectively. 
The Dukes ran in a tight pack throughout 
Lbe race with freshmen Tracey Livengood, 
Jessica Tremblay and sophomore co-captain 
Samantha Bales the top three finishers for the 
team respectively. 
Men's and women's assistant coach Pat 
Henner is focusing on both teams racing well at 
the Colonial Athletic Association conference 
meet, and for the men, remaining competitive 
at the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur 
Athleces of America (IC4A' s) Championship. 
With only seven returning members out of 
25, Henner is looking for the team to gain 
experience and lb'enJlh from eacb meet. 
"We've aoc a real young team and the whole 
point for this year Ia to keep getting better 
throupout the ye.r," Henner said. 
As in previous years, William &: Mary will 
be JMU's toughest competitor at the 
coofereace meet. wbicb will be beld Oct. 29 in 
WilUamsbuq. Last year, JMU barely lost to 
W&:M, IDd this fell they're hoping to not let 
thai btppen aaam. 
"WWut.m &: M.-y will be tougb to beat. but if 
we keep work.ina hard throughout the whole 
seuon and really focua on the last two meets, 
we can really give them a good run," Henner 
said. 
The lllct of recuming members Is due putly 
to the fact that runnen Tom Jeffrey, Dave 
Holiday and Mike Marshall are red-sbirtin& 
this seuon to save tbeir eligibility for the 199S 
season, Henner said. This leaves senior Jon 
Schlesinger, and sophomo.res Jeff Menago and 
Jesse Tolleson to make up the top three. 
Tolleson admits that the lack of CAperience 
will be the Dukes' greatest challenge. But he 
said, "I thinlt we can win the conference and 
place in the top eight at IC4A 's, but that's just 
a conservative estimate." 
Henner said red-shirting some of the older 
runners gives the freshmen an opponunlty to 
compete and build a strong team. 
"Obviously, we want to be very competitive 
at tbe eod of the year, but by doing this, I thlnlt 
next year we're going to have a very, very 
good team," he said. 
As for tbe women's team, about 12 runnen 
will be competing throughout ~e season, six of 
whom are returning members. 
According to head coach Owen Harris, 
"although the team may be young, winning the · 
conference and finishing among the top 10 at 
tbe Eastern College Athletic Conference 
Championship (ECAC's) ~ feasible goals. 
There is only one senior on tbe team and tbe 
rest are sophomores and freshmen. 
Senior co-captain Cindy Price, who received 
last year's most valuable player award, said, 
"Like always, WiiUam &: Mary will be our 
biggest competition at coofereoce." But she's 
not too worried about them this year. "Just 
after seeing bow well we did this first meet. we 
bave amazing potential." 
Harris said in addition to working with a 
talented team, abe is looking forward to the 
belp of graduate assistants Jull Speigbts and 
Lauren Gubicz.a. both AU-America runners. 
BaleS credits the ceam's initial success in the 
first meet to a lot of team unity. ~e all seem 
to be belpina C8Ch other out. and Iince we're a 
young team. it should be lruresting to see how 
we do in the big meets," she said. ~e're all 
new at this. and that's going to be the hardest 
part, but it loots promising ... 
ROGEJl WOLLENBERG/stoff pltotogi'O,fiMr 
Tlombe Hurd, Tamrura Stewert and FatJma Joyner run at crou country practtce. .. 
.,, 
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SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS 
\\'( nJ E:\'S \'( H.l.t-:YB. \I .I . Flight ejght: 
Georgetown Invitational 
Leesburg, Thursday & Friday 
Pnr 72,6700 yards. 
Final resuhs after two rounds. Saturday 
I . Temple 299-293-592 
2. William &Mary 302-309-611 
3. James Madison 310-303.613 
S1. Joseph's 303-3 10-61 3 
5. Eastern Michigan 302-3 14-616 
Seton Hall 309-307-616 
7. George Mason 303-3 15-{;18 
8. Georgetown "Blue" 311-3 11 -622 
9. George Washington 316-307-623 
10. Loyola 311-315-626 
II,Navy 325-314-639 
12. Fairleigh D1ckinson 322-322-644 
13. Delaware 318-328-646 
14. LaSalle 33 1-338-669 
Top jndjyjduals 
I . Josh Lewis. Temple 73-73·146 
2.' Ralph Miller. Temple. 73-75-148 
Ed Flowerdew, Seton Hall. 75-73- 148 
4. Jeff Ollinger. Temple, 78-71- 149 
Mau Query. Eastem Michigan. 74-75-149 
Mark Parisi. St. Joseph's. 78-71-148 
7. Brandon Lucken, Loyola. 74-76-150 
Bill Olin, Georgetown, 76-74- 150 
9. Scott Graber, James Madison, 74-77-151 
JMU individuals 
Soon Graber 
Denny Kamencik 
Pleasant Hughes 
Doug McCanhy 
Bryan Jackson 
74-77-151 
79-74-153 
75-80-155 
82-77-159 
84-75-159 
Recy 
Hoosier Classic, 
Bloomington, Ind. 
Friday 
Indiana def. JMU 15-4, 15-12, 15-6 
Saturday 
Loyola (lll.) def. JMU 15-10. 15-6, 15-5 
Valpariasoder.JMU 15·6, 15-10, 15-2 
JMU record: 5-8 
(Games through Sepc. II) 
I. Virginia 
~...Clemson 
3. S1. Louis 
4. Indiana 
5. Boston University 
6. UCLA 
7. North Carolina 
8. South Carolina 
9. James Madison 
10. Hartwick 
II . William & Mary 
12. Rutgers 
13. Creighton 
J4. Columbia 
15. Cal-State Fullerton 
16. Princeton 
17. Portland 
18. Penn State 
19. Southern Methodist 
20. San Diego 
3-1-0 
3-0-0 
4-0-0 
3-1-0 
3-0-0 
3-0-0 2.2-g 
2-2-
4-0-0 
3-0-0 
l-0-0 
2-2-0 
3-0- 1 
1·0-0 
2-1-1 
1·0-0 
3-1 -0 
3-0-0 
3-1-0 
2-1·0 
Makingn 
twice as 
pers from vi 
energy as 
fibers uses 
paper. 
effort by 
as used 
we can all give 
pages for the 
William & Mary Invitational, 
Williamsburg, Saturday 
JMU enlrits: 
Bight one: 
Scou Lebovitz (UVa.} def. Cullen deWindt 
(JMU) 6-2.6-4 
Cullen.deWindt (JMU) def. Andrew Frick 
(Villanova) 6-2. 6-1 
FHaht two: 
Edwin Lewis (UVa.) def. Mau Rowe (JMU) 7-
6.6-0. 
~•r Rowe (JMU) def. Alfredo Maduro 
"Wltlaoova)6-2. 6-1 
'fl~t three: 
Davi~ Stolle (UVa.) def.~t Herman (JMU) 
:J-5. ~3 ~ ~- j 
• Mau Herm!Uf· c)t;H)} J. Jerry Prior 
(Villanova) 6-2.'-+ 
FUaht roue 
Sid Nadkarni (UVa.) def. Brian Phoebus 
(JMU) 4-6, 6-2, 6-4 
Brian Phoebus (JMU) def. Pat Shallcross 
· .... (Villanova) 6-2, 6-2 
"T•. F1 fi iahtye: 
Parker Schofield (UVa.) def. John Lisack 
(JMU) 6-4. 6-4 
John Lisack (JMU) def. Brian Cavalier 
• (ViUaoova) 6-1·, ~3 
Biaht sjx: 
Justin Smith (UVa.) def. Kevin Long (JMU) 2-
6,6-4.6-1 
Kevin Long (JMU) def. Doug Dieter 
(Villanovl}6-l. 6-2 
Plight seveo: 
Breu Hall (UVa.) def. Landon Harper (JMU) 
6-2,6-3 
Landon Harper (JMU) def. Sanjo Shatley 
(Villanova) 6-0, 6-0 
Aaron Strimban (UVa.) clef. Jeff Vining (JMU) 
6-2,7-5 
Jeff Vining (JMU) def. Rich Young 
(Villanova) 6-0. 6-2 
- Doubles 
Flight one: 
deWindt-Rowe (JMU) def. Viqueira-Harang 
(W&.M) 6-2, 6-3 : 
FHgbt two: 
Lisack-Long (JMU) def. And~rson Scoll 
(W&.M) 4-6, 6-3, 6-2 I 
flight three· 
Herman-Phoebus (JMU) def. Win~-Gol&tein 
(W&M) 3-6, 6-4, 6-2 t t 
Flight roue 
Harper-Weinbe.rger (JMU) def. Gpuer-Rqwan 
(W&.M) 6-4, 6-3 t . 
< ' HOS~-COl :'dIn 
1994 Cavalier lnv~ona~ 
Charlottesville, Sat.)rday; 
Tum Results (Men): 
6. James Madison 195 
JMU Finishers (Men, field of~: 
26. Pat Anderson 26:35 
40. C. J. Keller 27:16 
57. Drew Holloway 27:45 
60. Sean Harrington 27:52 
72. Fenton Carey 28:~ 
77. Brad Arehart 28:4Q 
79. Chris Keams 28:41 
90. Keith Hirscbom 29:02 
119. Ryan Mammen . 30:45 
JMU Finishers (Women, Odd of 84): 
57. Tammi Stewart 21:08 
77. Fatima Joyner 23:46 
• l • 
t 
l 
. 
ACMEUIDEO 
' SuPer Store 
OvER 1 ~ ,000 MoviEs 
OvER 1 , 000 VidEo GAMES 
*lARGEST iN TliE VAlley 
RENT 2 NiGHTs; } DAys .. j 
FoR ANY$/}; .• 7 5 MoviE oR$~ .00 G~M£~ 
SuN.; TliuRS.: RENT 2 GET ~ Fr~EE 
•FREE MEMBERSHIP• 
Rt. } } EAST (NEXT TO WENdy's, 
AcRoss fRoM PAnqo's) 
I 
l 
I 
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THE FAR SIDE/Gary Larson 
"Wall, lad, you CM~ght me falnnd square .... But 
truthfully, as far as leprechauns go, I've never 
been considered all that lucky." 
OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb 
OkAY! ARE You OltJG- CWJ6 
WEIROoS GONNA V~QWIJ 
YOOR.SEt..\/fS FRoM ThiS Hf.R£ 
CLINIC.. DO t HAVE TO 
00 11? 
:/ 
!HuMoR! 
WAYTOOO 
.Joaa D. Berbrlcb 
I WOUl-D BE 1-ioR~ 
i'NAtJ H,ApP'j' TO · -
\ 
-~~ 
·--
.. Elllnl 
.,=---
• OIIMd 
•Oww•IIWI 
101 ....... 
IOit P\rct .... IIM 
ICN~el ......... , . ....., 
101..,.,_,.. 
laF ............ 
101~......,. 
101 .... 
110 Olltl ol oalot 
Ill Mil~ 112 • _ _ ...... 
Ill._. 
. ..._.. 
1 "' ;;!!1'!.__ ,,._
-
SOLUTIONS OF LAST WBBK'S PUZZLE 
llUUUU UOrJO Utmti lJCUlllJ 
m:mon (TJDDO rJA8n nrmm.1 
O.:::illliUOlltHJU DDrJ!JOOUlJr.lLJ 
tlDLJI.lt:lUL:JU UDU~lU wlllJlJlJU 
or-mo crmsu nmm 
0000[](] 00000 DODOLJ:·m; 
DDUDU OOrJDU[]ODUU tlU~ 
llUUU OUOO UL'JU Dtll.li.JGI [J[]A [JQ[)c:J[][31Jt::JO 0£10 l J I ILl 
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~000\.ES, ~\GKr? \T wt.~\ 
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. 
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_....._ ______ ~C-LASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
................... _On 
r.nn. ...... """" ...... .,.,.,_ 
lncludM udllttM. EntoY P-=- I 
qulel23U781 
S2MIIM. - lnctudea ......... 
Purcell Pert. 1 BR, dec*. Anlhe. 
588-3778. 
FOR SALE 
Ullegre wtMel eet - Utt; 
tnelUI'Uin bike freme • will Aodt 
Shox; 2-ob Thule roof ,., 1120: 
mini poolllible, S100. 433-11183 
Brewing lllte - Mella, hope, 
gretna, books. Cell Tom et 432· 
8789. 
51CM Eddy MereU c.nuy road 
bike, Shlmeno 800. 564· 1381 , 
John. 
'IS black Rebblt· OTI - 5·allr 
wheeta, llnlld wlndowe, alarm, 
Kenwood 11era0 IY8tem. 5-tpeed 
$20()()i0bo. 434 ·54 ?'9 
4-BR condo - Hunter'• Ridge, 
lmmaculete, secrlf!~ S82,900 
(703)298·1184, (703~9677 
Ctean, White 1173 BMW 2002 -
Call Pat, (H)568·1859 or (W)896-
7042. 
for ..,. - s-pec. Ludwla drum 
set. Zlldjlam hiOh 1\11, crasn, ride. 
Tome throne Lite new, $750. Aller 
6 p.m., 434-4158. 
HELP WANTED 
Earn S2SOO I tree Spring II'Mk 
trtpel Sell 8 trlpa & 00 freel Best 
trips & prlceet Bahamas, Cancun, 
Jamelca, Peneme Cltyl Great 
expeflencel (800)678-6386 
1313.10 - Bell 72 Iunny colleQe T· 
shirts. Profit $383.60. Rlsk-lree. 
Choose trom 11l designs. Free 
catllog. (800)7D0-4250 
1
.-7 Offtca.la N11ded 
~ hounl AI nlr*lg 
prcMdedl Everyone.....,__, 
needlto ·~-·~ pepet1111011c In Godwin Hll, rm. 213 
Slpl20 end 21 bltWIIn 8 Lift. • 
3p.m. 
Thn II I nwldltol y rneellng 
Sept. 29 at 5 p.m. 
In Godwin Hal, nn. 338. 
Cef1ltled oftlclals eem $Mlr. 
Non-ce11111ed offtciQ •m SMlf, 
11 OOitlr pc»lllbfe - Maltlng our 
circulars. For Info cell (202)298· 
11066. 
IDrtna lkeek 'tl - Sell t,_,. eam 
cash 1. go lreel Student Travel 
Services Is now hiring campus 
representatives. Lowest rates to 
Jemelca, Cancun, Daytone & 
Peneme City Beach. Call 
(800)648-4649. 
CruiM ehlpe now hiring - Eam 
up to $2000+/mo. worldng on 
cruise ships or land-tour 
companies. World travel (Hawaii, 
Mtxlco, the Caribbean, etc ) 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
evalleble. No experience 
necessary. For more Info call 
(206)634-0468, lCC53251. 
Fund relalng - Choose from 3 
diflerant lund raisers lasting either 
3 or 1 days. No Investment. Eam $ 
lof your group plus personal cash 
bonuses lor yourself . Call 
(800)932-<1528. IC65. 
Short·order cook wanted - At 
Jess', 22 S Main St. Lunches & 
weekends are a must. 
Orgenlat - Part-time tor St. 
Stephen's Church. Need not be 
music ma(or, excellent pay. 433· 
1833, Tina. 
Selea - Part-time. Must be 
outgoing, oo~uter literate, driver's 
license required. One full day per 
week. Apply In person, Jamas 
McHone Jewelry, Coun Square, 
Harrisonburg. No calls. 
.._. ..,.... - Fot sc. Stephen's 
Church. Vocel or tnstrumenlll. 
Choir members eleo needed. Cal 
433-1833, Tine. 
HouMaleeper/cooll - For busy, 
~ business ~. part-time. 
....... pay. cal llna, 433-t833. 
Vlftdfttg ... latent needed - 2 
po11110na open, mutt be aVIIIable 
early momlnga; Monday-Friday, 
atartlng pay $5.17/hr. Vending 
SeNices, 113980. 
Pert-time ewnlnge - 24 tnlwk. 
Good pay & bonus. Mull be 
dependable, enthusl11tlc; need 
L~ communication akll ls. 434· 
Room a poaltlon awalleble - A 
local real esllte I housing 
developer seeks a female to like a 
poaltlon es Aselstant & Driver. 
Student wllh pert-tlmo clesses 
preferred. Ground lloor 
opportunity, could lead to lutf.tlme 
cereer. For Interview, cell 
(800)261 ·2104 
Southalde Country Club nMda 
bartenders - Earn money while 
having tun Cell or apply wnhln 
5&H582 
Wanted - Energetic, highly 
motivated lnd1vlduel tor women's 
bestcetbell maneger. Contact 
c:oiiCh Roberts at x6513. 
Wendy's 
Now hiring 
for most poshlons. 
Flexible scheduling. 
Apply In person. 
1560 S. Main St. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found In D-hall - Key rtng with 
many keys. l.eather attachment. 
ca• 116252 forlnlo 
SERVICES 
JIIU etudente - II hair cute 
Mondey-Wednesdey. Cluslc 
TOUCh. Ce1564-<l212. 
Sllydlve Orangel Coma 
eJCP~Iience the IAtimate advM:ura, 
skydvlngl Best ltwtruc:llon & pOOes 
at SkydiYe Orange. Cal (703)g.t2-
3871 for brochure. Ask about 
student discounts! 
Mister Chips 
Laundry Service 
Accepts Bulk 
Laundry 
"Fluff It Fold• 
Just $.75 per pound. 
What a convenience! 
In by 8:30a.m. It 
back by 4:30 p.m. 
No MeaJNo ....... 
FIM, Ch«:b, VISA, MIG', DISC 
Buy, sell, tradal Baseball. 
basketbaD, football, hockey, non-
sports. Dukes Sportscards, 1427 
S. Main St. Phone 433-0UKE. 
Typlat - Accurate, reasonable, 
computer/typewriter, rush jobs. 
434-4947, or pager. 568-<ln4. 
Freshman parillne - Lot next to 
JMU. Call 433-2126 alter 5 p.m 
NOTICE 
F« more lnfonnatlon and 
anlstance regarding the 
lnv•tlgatlon of financing 
bualnua opportunltl• & work· 
et-home opportunltl•, contact 
the Better Bualneu Bureau 
Inc., at (703) 342-3455. 
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WANTED 
• ..,..., Amel1ca'S ...... growing 
trevel company now aeetclng 
lndlvlduets to promote trips to 
Jamaica, Cencun, Behamas. 
Florida, Padre, Ba~ Easiest 
way to travel tree. fantletlc PlY 
5unlpluh TOUfS, (800)426-77t0. 
PERSONALS 
Vendor needa club eponsor -
For pello sele. Raise money. Best 
dates October 10 & Oec:ember 6, 
1994. Paul, (301)589·2802. 
tftedl 
.,.. .......,. Jo4rlllll till 
111' ....... ~ .. 
~ortglnel ~Pill* 
~·unlll 
Oct. 14, 11M. Aulllof1l till publl.n.d 
llltldll will NCIIvot ,, 00. 
For guldlllnM. Clll Dr . ..... 111133. 
CPR ciiUII - Call Heartbeat. 
Inc • 432· 1770. First t ime & 
reoertlflcallon. 
Are you Interested In matclne 
your organization the best It cen 
be? 8 .0 I LD It up! Register in 
Taylor Hall. rm 205 by Sept. 21 . 
Spenlah got you down? 111 help 
you get beck on your teet no 
manar what area of c:oncentrauon 
Experience & dedication mean 
results lor you I 432~77 
Women's Reaource Center 
Open Hou•e - A great place to 
meet people. Stop by Tuesday 7 • 
9 p.m at the Center In Logan Hall, 
x3407 Come see what we're ali 
about! 
Get your handa on Itt Come to 
B.U.I .L.D. & learn how to make 
your organization strong. Call 
x7837 today! 
CPR lnatructora nMded - Call 
Heartbeat, Inc. ~-1770. 
PSI CHI 
Ia now accepting epptlcatlona 
fort.I'M. 
If lmlra.ted .,.._.come to., 
Info Malon on Sept. 21 at 5 
p.m. In T-rtor H8l, rm. 402 
« Sept. 22 at 5 p.m. 
In Taylot Hall, rm. 311. 
Congratulation• to all the "Nu" 
pledges of zeta Tau~~ 
lnterMted In Fencing? Women's 
Fencing Team Open House, 
Tuesday 8:30 • 8:30 p.m .. Taylor 
Hall, rm. 402. Questions? Cell 
coach Paul Campbell, x7977. 
Congrsta ton- Ar Piedgeal We 
love you all! 
Wanna get high? Natural Hlgha 
meeting S&pL 20 In Taylor Hall rm. 
306, 7 p .m. Planning the good 
Urnes. everyone welcome. Natural 
Highs Happy Hour. Sept 23, 
Taylor Hall Lobby, 4 p.m Good 
food. greai times, everyone 
welcome. 
Wanna •toll" eround? At the 
Women's Fencing Team Open 
House, Sept. 20. 630 ·8:30p.m., 
Taylor Hall, rm. 402. Ouesilons? 
Coach Paul C&n1)bell. x7977 
COming •oon: 
Weight Management Series lor 
1 Healthier Ulestyle . • . 
S~gn up for lntrodUCilon Session 
on Sept. 28 
11 4 p.m. In Taylor Hall, rm. 302. 
ToPes for ~ senes Wll onc:tude F II 
81idgebng. Fl!Mss, Eating Ol50tders. 
Eating on Campus, LabelinQ. Grocery 
Slore TOUf, Recipe Modofoe:aloo & 
Holiday Survival 
S~g~~ up for tl'oeiOPica !hal era of 1n1erest 
to you etthe opening session II you are 
ulllble to anend 1118 lfliiO usslon & art 
lntelliSitld in tile topics 10 tollow. please 
ceq Ann Slmmont, Heal!l'l c.ntlf, 
.&t7T. Cosponaorea by JMU Heai1h 
Centet & GodWin WtllnNa Center 
, 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
l 
( 
I 
•Now Hiring Drivers• 
liS.! 
433-1300 
JMU Clmpus I S. Main St 
--------:........._ 
433-3111 
Port Rd I Market St 
Snack Attack 
Medium One Toppillg 
Pizza 
r=-"'1 • 5. '' 
PIZZA PANIC 
I IIDIIII Dm TOPPING I PIZZA &&."'\m~. 
! 6 '' I . + 
-- .::_ ---- ---
